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INTRODUCTION

I

In the declaration

the conclusion

on the Mount 1 there are two

that

Sermon

spacial attention, "heareth"

"dooth".
or

Therefore, whosoever hea.reth these
doeth
I will liken him

rock.
or mine 1
doeth
not, shall be likened
unto a foolish man_, which built his house upon
the
: And the rain
floods came,
winds
upon
that house; and it fell: and great was the
of it.l
The problsm of
serious nature because

people recognize the contrast bet-ween the

secularized standards of the
ianity.

and the moral principles of Christ-

In America pa.rticul£ll'ly1 both those in the church and those

outside its fold harbor

illusion tha.t

man is Christian.

problem enough.

This should

common life of
deep

concern that this author has noted definite discrepancies
cal Christianity as to the problem of' right
one evangelical Christian
practice as right.

Thus the

daduee which bring a sense

evangeli-

wrong conduct.

as
arose as to

the other would
or not

stability to Christian ethioal thinking.

2

Presupposing there were some such positive principle s, the author could
not help but wonder what could be done to motivate and guide the individual to acceptance a.nd practice of these basic principles.

Out of this

c ame the problem for this paper.
Statement of the Problem.
The purpose of this study was to discover consistent evange lical
Christian principles for determining e thical values, and to ascertain
how these Christian principles can be com unicated to the individual to
motivate and guide him to proper choice.
Justification of

~

Study.

The problem of this paper e volved from the everyday life of mankind.

Be cuase of this personal nature, the writer of this thests felt

not only justified in presenting his justification in a less formal
manne r, but fe lt he could more adequately express his feelings with
his one-sided conversati on.
One would not have to se arch very hard until he f ound some one
who •rould excuse himself .from the de mands of the gospel upon

is life

by s ome such excuse as, "If he is a Christia.n, then I want no part of
i t 11 ; or "He is supposed to be a Christian and look at the things he does";

or

11

I am just as good as he is".
The sa ,, but a ll too true situation is, that ve r y of t e n those

pe ople who would thus excuse themselves have a va lid argument.

Yes,

one could piously say, and be correct in doing so, that they should base
their decisions and live s on Christ and not man .

Yet, e ve ry time this

answer was given, other quest ions came to this author 1 s mind.

Why do

3

thus

no

?

a horn

be to
not

a set
with Christ, ian

have no

an
of this author

the

sus

and an

the

the name of

so abused

men vvho

live.

on
that one not only
that which is

a minister of the

one be

it
are con-

and

as

as

is
has

conduct, but
to
was not :in

the su.bject, but

toe

as

as his

study

DEFINITION

Evangelical Christianity is the
It is conservative in theology
of Christianity.

"It

vitality and. form." l

group within orthodoxy.

it holds to the funda."1lental doctrines

both spirit and an affirmation.
:or.

tiona of the aims and

It has both

stad
a of

eva~lical

a..ffirma-

Christianity.

(1) Evangelical Christianity is self' critical
and has, by the grace of .God1 a new humility.
(2) It accepts the Scriptures as final authority
for Christiana. {~) It affirms the traditional
doctrines of the church. (4) It accepts critical
scholarship critically, not with a
acceptance of all the "assured findings of science".
(5)
has a social sensitivity
an awareness
of interpersonal responsibility. (6)
recognizes
need for personal
iso1
lationism. 2
Evangelical Christian Education.
Evangelical Christian Education is properly
concerned with the persons and appropriate processes
means of which Christian truth and
faith are both
and propagated. It
is both dyna1'!dc and
rather than
nical, since its
seed
is to prepare men
to both know and to do
will
God.s
00' PROCEDlJRE

Materials

data used

this study have been

lMildred
¥~oop 1 Th.D., "An Existential Interpretation
of the Doctrine of Holiness" (unp-1.1blished manuscript,
stern Evangelical
Seminary, Portland,
1958), p. 11.
2

Ibid.

5Quotations from class lectures of Christian Education, Robert
D. Bennett, Profa ssor 1 We stern Evange lica.l Seminary1 Portland, Oregon.

5

library.
of valuable books

'"'"'·'"".... libraries of this

as wll his mrn.
'!'he procedure was to read

to summarize the

authors and authorities in
logy, Evangelical Ethics,

lds of
Christian

with some phase of

problem.

F~ucation 1

who

dealt

a study

Also, this writer

of God's Word, the Bible, in relation to this particular problem.
Chapter '1'\vo was a synopsis of what evangelical Christians believed
about

r..oo.,

Jesus, the Holy Spirit, sin, salvation, and

was deemed neee ssary in
on the concept one had

Bible.

of the fact that the entire study was based
these.
Testaments,

Chapter Three was a Biblical approach, both Old and
to the problem of

r~""·'"·"""•m.,

In the Old

ethical

the author dealt with

account,

::n~<:~.im:,nl.i

approach,

Decalogue, and the Prophets.

sufficient to

A summary of each

that God int-ended for xna.n to Christ and the New

In the

This

Testament approach to the

the ethical pattern
strunent dispensation.
the

emphasis

was put on the teachings of Christ concerning ethical conduct.
v1as concluded

a. brief Pauline

on ethical conduct.

Chapter Four was for the purpose of developing the
ethical values from the standpoint of

evangelical Christian theologian

and the evangelical Christian ethicist.
Chapter Five was an investigation into the field of Christian
Education in an attempt to find a means of

the found prin-

ciples to the individual to motivate and guide him to proper choice.

soma basic conclusions as to the
approach to
prir1ciplea to determirlel ethical
principle a to the individual.

establishing
comunication of

CHAPTER II
SIDJ!MARI OF

SIN, SALVATION, JESUS CHRIST,

cmlCI!."''UUNG GOD,

HOLY SPIRIT 1 A.'ffi

II

GOD,
SIN,

THE: HOLY

BIBLE

Presant day evangelical Protast.antism.
historical Christianit)r•

in the

Luther, Calvin,
be traced

this movement.

leaders

back to the work of

though

nominations branch off in various directions as to som
modes

and some

worship, there are certain basic doctrines, which upon

beliewd and practiced, entitles the individual to be considered an evang;alics.l Protestant.

Those pertinate to this

are the views concern-

ing God1 Jesus, The Holy Spirit, sin, salvation, and the Bible.
In

of the fact that this is a sum.mary and not an exhaustive

study of each particular doctrine 1 a su.wnary analysis concerning each one

"''"""'"""'licals affirm the traditional, historical doctrine of God.
God is the Creator and Sustainer of the uniwrse.

Dr. H. Orton Y'Jiley

has stated his view of God which is representative of the evangelical
view.
ttGOO. is a Spirit, holy in nature and attributes,
absolute in reality, infinite in efficiency, perfect
in personality, and thereby tha ultimate ground, adequate eause and sufficient reasan for all finite
existence. nl

~~. Orton )Viley, Christian 'l'heolog;z: (Kansas City, Missouri:
Beacon Hill Press, 1959), P• 218.

Another evangelical approach to the definition of' God was set
forth b;r Dr.

s.

ldel~

J.

who

(a)

God is conceived as the ultimate reality
of all phenomena.

(b)

God is conceived as the absolute power on
which all finite beings are dependent.
He is
absolute reason
which all
mental processes are grounded.,
He
the absolute perfection and final
cause which imposes
on lll.oral beings.
is the absolute personality revealed in
Christ that invites all mankind to walk
fellowship with
1f
Holy Love. 1

(e)
(d)

(e)

Still from another branch of

Church

of

oru~

God as written in Article I of the Thirty-nine Articles

the

There
one living
true God,
everlasting, without body, parts or passionsJ
of infinite power, wisdom,
goodness; the
and Preserver of all things both visible
and invisible.
in the unity of this
there
three Persons, of one substance, power
and eternity;
Father, the Son,
the Ho~ Ohost. 2
Evangelicals accept God as personal and ·<titally concerned ¥rlth

God available to all
but p-ura spirit.

transcendent from His creation, yet

God

individual persons.

1fould accept Him •. God is not material,

is not to be confused with His creation.
not God Hil11sel!.

is only an expression of His >"forking

of all mankind.

Yet

is Father

a personal faith in Christ Jesus,

vitally related to lnan in such a

that man can have

access

to God.

ls. J. Ga:mertsfelder, S;y:stematie Theology: (Harrisburg, Pennsylvania:
Evangelical Publishing House, 1952), P• 155.
2u. Orton Wiley, 2'12•

ill•, P•

218.

9

Dr. Wiley classified the attributes of God as the absolute
attributes or those qualities v.,rhich be long to God apart from His
creative work.

The relat ive attributes or those arising out of the

relation existing betv"ffien the Cre ator and the created, and which of
necessity r equire the creative for their manifestation.

The moral

attributes or those which belong to the relation bet\"ffien God and the
moral beings under His government. 1

Because of the nature of this

paper, the moral attributes are of particular significance.
God is a moral be ing.

As was said, Godrs moral attributes are

those which belong to the relations between God and the moral be ings
under His government.

It is at this point that man is created in the

i ma ge of God.
All the perfections of God as manifested in His moral gover nment
may be resolved i nto two - His holiness and His love •

.

Holiness denotes not so much a particular attribute a s it does the
ge neral character of God which results from all His moral perfections.
Holiness belongs to the self-affirmation of personality.
exemplified in the Trinity.

Holiness is

Holiness in the Father is original and

underived, in the Son holiness is revealed and in t.he Spirit holiness is
imparted.

It is solely from logical priority that holiness is considered

fundame ntal to love.
Love evolves from the intercommunion of the Trinity.

The Father

loves the Son and is in turn loved by the Son, and the bond of love
which is the ground of communion is the Holy Spirit.

Love may be re-

garded as the moral or ethical expression of the Divine Unity, and
therefore the focal point of all the moral attributes.

1 H. Orton Wiley, Christian Theology, p. 329.

Here is dis-

10
truth that

in God,

love

love, and

that

nl

God in

As to the nature of' divine love, love
de

t'l:le

to

to

ss

and all other good.

Thus if the nature

be

for

As

H.

in

9

to impart

'

standpoint

as holy, and from

of

interpeted as love, trJen holiness and love

self-communication to

a nature con-

God.

of the essence
lf.

come

God as holy love is, from

self-affirmation to be

are

in

That

al"~<vays

in

love.

s that He ,?.cts out of

holiness :i.n God
pure love.
as holy love

nature

sts itself in various

ousness, truth,

are justice,

ways.

, longsuffering, compassion, and all
as the

whlch are

It is of importance to repeat

attributes

God, rr.an

Nor can

be

capacity he

created

p~rfect

s

1John 4:16 A.
1

v.

2op. cit., p. 580.

Spirit.
at the

His

love in man unless to

all.

qualit:tes

Hol:r.

"

measure of

11

of

God was
Y</85

man.

God

It

fs llmvship,.
that
is
ints lli€;"13 nt
the axltithesis
for roan. It is
"enmity aga~st
to Him.

ar preaching
sin or
d Christian.

the
potential~

no

A fuzzy, unrealistic view

culated view of

an emas-

Biblical

surrender the Chri::rtian me

to be

of

to

and a proper Christology.
solved
of si..'!'l is

philosophicallY or
fundamentallY

of God.
quotes F. R..
sin.

a

To be constituted

a moral evil or sin
••••• a moral
to be
thereof, by an agent,
a moral subject with re
opposition between impulse and
reason, and last1Y, intentional volition
as an indispensable factor in all conduct
that is rightlY to be called moral. 2
n.J.lluw~wul"'""

1Mildred
Wynkoop, Th.D.,
Interpretation
of the Doctrine of Holiness.. , (unpublished manuscript, Vlestern Evant,telical
gon, 1958), p. 215.
Seminary, Portland,.
2 Ihid.

11

P• 219.

Sin is moral because it is perso11al.
betll'een man

man

God for

faith

:r·e spons:tble.

soms

man could choose, a choioo

account, God

Ace ording to
universe which would te
command - ...

of God.

man•s

simple
of

not ••• "•

law, sin

one law in

by the self-separation

Consequently', the

this

the will of man

formal sin is to be found in

tertainmsnt of the question, ttYaa, hath God said? 11

and

that
tionship to God.

'lrlll
en-

succumbing to

that single law, man

By breaking that single law,

• • • • • man challenged God' s veracity1 integrity
no longer stood in the relationship
truth to Him, hence
holiness
'~Pias lost.
's integrity and
and authority.

blocked

fell~nship

man a
God, faith.
His authority
and set himself up in God's place and became a
an orderl;r universe.l
f ollO?lGd as a

of
carnal craving;

piscence, or
ss in the

inabilit:r, or

of sin.
more

fact that ma.'1

as to the results

results \vera natural results

••••• deprivation

libid., P• 220.

divine

in

of the

action.

sanctions.

every area of his being

natural

due to deprivation of
Holy Spirit.,
source of
ss
spiritual life.
His intellect was
because
no
contact with truth..
ldll
"""'........,.....,., ... r~ because
a lie he
error.
affections
-were degraded
lovi•'lg himself his
whole lite was perverted.
had
and
became a sinner. .But beyond the natural was
the divine sanction, "Thou shalt surely die.,"
Justly, the wrath of God turned upon the rebel.
It was not an impulsive,
anger, but
the just and solemn sentence of a righteous
judge made
full accordance with a
contract. Condemnation and the curse
death
fa 11 as a black
upon man
's
righteousness shining behind a violated law.l
Due to a variance of tradition and individual theological presuppositions, there is a difference of opinion among evangelicals as
to how man may meet his responsibility; however, there
of opinion as to the fact
sible relationship to God.
not God.

fallen man stands in a morally
Man

is morally responsible for his actions,

Sin is not attributed to the body.

stance inherent in the body.

no

it considered subof

not of themselves sinful, but sin consists in yielding the

to

unrighteousness.
On the Biblical premise that sin is a moral and personal matter

between God and man, Dr.

s three observa·tions 1

••••• (1)
is basically estrangement
God which
consequences in all areas of
natural life. (2) This estrangement is twofold; God t s withdrawal
us and our attitude
of rebellion against Him. (3) The acts of
moral
committed in this atmosphere of
rebellion are sinful and it
the moral

PP• 220-221.

14

Sin is not,. according to Dr.
social irresponsibility.
the Divine claim.
only have I
(Psalm 51:4) echo the penitant*s
its deepest level.
man
bear His moral likeness, nothing other than the
fulfillment
this Divine purpose is man's
supreme good. This purpose of God
the moral
standard by which man throu.ghout history will
Society
all its breadth and depth is
responsible to the will of God. According to
Christia.'fdty, to be morally good
to obey God's
commands. The
of' God 's will alone
constitutes m.an s
st good. The
to '
first the kingdom r;;~f God
sa'•"
6:38) Z
s

it is .found.
of, or because of
on 'Which to re
wrong.

for us

h:l.s conscience or his insensitivity

no

T'.Nin<•..,.,..,

or Sar ipture

Sin is real.

luxur,r of ignoring

Christ, man

spite

or just passively accepting it.

_$..alvatigq.

Sin separated man from God; salvation is the method of "'"''"........"'
to perfect fellawship with Him.
race

God formed a plan for
the vtorld.

The omniscient

having

1

that
-determination,

Ibid. 1 P• 254.

2carl F. H. Henry, Christian Personal Ethics (
Wm. B.

r oundation of

Publishing Co.), p.217.

purpose of

15

ss tie

it

one

"""''"'"""'' would
is

one 'a

to

it brings

i"o.......u ......

is
was lost.

by the same

a breach in

the

.... "'.~''"·'"'""" with God.

relationship

lBf:HUlS Of

But because of

the

of

in no

constituted
Thus_, salvation

our

~~er.

man

to
did in

and this

God only

a re-storation.

His

sus Ghrist

man to

Holy
the heart

man to call

back to God.

matter

tnoral

to man.

decision

This

Holy Spirit

truth.

faith.

the point

decision, 1nan

re-

jectad the authority
to allOI'f

God.

rebellion,

one's

to

breach

and rnan Ja sus called the new-birth.

Holy Spirit to

ot the

and to

to atop moral rebellion

His will for one's life

Aa was said1

Allowing God 1 s

tha evangelical

God,

or

salvation.

ended tha alienation of man fro,'ll Himself

tha

sus.
of

of

c

s of history,

through the
with

in

to the right

bodily resurrection, His
and

sua as

problem of Christ •a full
their

hum~.nity

ologi.a.l'ls
and ful'J.. deity.

on the results of the

the

Christology

to

That our Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God 1
:Man; God, of the substance of the J.i'ather;
before the 1vorlds:
of the sub•
stance of His mother, born into the world; perfect
God,
perfect Man: of a
soul and human
flesh subsisting; equal to tm
as touching
: and
to the
Manhood J Who although He be God and
:
is not two but one Christ; One, not. by conversion
of the Godhead into f'la sh: but by taking of substance t
but by unity of
For as
reasonable soul
and flash is one man: so God and man is one Christ. 1

Jasu.s was God in the flash.
to man on'J..y as

He was God incarnate.

is known

is known through Jesus Cl"JTist.

Hol;z: Spirit.
Christ is the

Holy Spirit

Administrator of Christ's

believe that the Holy Spirit
influence, but the third person of the Trinity.
been progressive'J..y revealed to the Church.

not

a sacrad

Holy Spirit has

The Ho'J..y Spirit cou.ld not

Christian Theolog[, II, P• 169.

17

until

the Holy

who completes

is

•
as

the case of

u.s in

distinction of the

Spirit.

Also, the

Holy
until Christ had
Spirit could

fully

until

of Christ.

Pentscost 1vas

time

as a person.
both

Giwr.

the Church,
sence.

As

s within

and

of

sood

Church, the Holy

perpetually in the Church,
and the

He is

still in

in

doctrines

church

we believe that the doctrine of too Holy Spirit
is the least
impractical. It is
precisely the Holy Spirit that
s all
practical
to
•
because the Holy
personalizes all Christian
truth.
Holy
explains
Trinity
obscures the nsaning of it.
Holy Spirit
personalizes the historical Christ
universalizes Him. He pulls together all the tag ends of
truth
ri~~t into one
whole.
natl'l.e is fellowship and His nature, cormmmion.
ss abstract. Philosophically, Ha
truth; religiously, He is moral purity
wholeness; theologically,
is the universal
spirit; and to a Christian, Ha is spiritual life
and continuity. Theology is itself abstract
without the Holy Spirit who cannot be separated from
too whgle of existence and vrill not pez·mit
lf
to be so abstractsd.l
lrald:red
(unpublished material,

'I'h .. D., "!!!!. Comm:unign .Qi .:tal! ~ Sn1rit,"
Evangelical Seminar'.!, Portland, Oregon, P• 2.
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as t:c11e :-ce

as

to ha

for
ra-

the Christian faith
as the Christian

1

of

critical

but
not

thou?)lt.

man's search for G-od, nor is it a compilation of his
experiences.
man

to

true.

Bible by special revelation. what mat"l could not
Bible not only contains God's

it

.u.

unaided.
To Christians

the Bible is a living Book, for in and through it the Hol;y

to the individual.

Tha

Spirit is the divine Author of the Bible.

Out of this comes the confidence that God has adequat1Sly
in Scripture for. salvation.

to any man

contracy~

Himself

Holy Spirit does not

to or

recorded in

Scripture.
In

semse is the Bible the w:ri tten

of God? Dr. Lois

Is Bar answers this question:

continuity
theologr hold the
special divine revelation of our "-"~"',tm'II"'Q
Creator-R.edeemer. This self-revealing God
kind accurate ideas about Himself and His graee in
as
logical symbol
communication, words
describing both concepts and experience. Concepts
or doctrines alone 1:vould be difficult for man to

1

understand.
far man to interpret.

s alone would
man

as

to

was

in

difficult

But doctrines and

the

of

to
"

out of one •s

s would

are

sa

of life.
and

cannot be divorced from the

s

schmne

ethics.

1

Lois LeBar, Education That is Christian
Fleming H. Revell Co., 1958)_, -169-170.

stwcod1

Jersey:
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cormucT

TO THE

:cy on the

Christian ethics

God.

revelation

constituting a long

after
raal:tty the

right motivation and manner of life, Scriptural

outset of

man.

tory, the Almighty has srught

ha~n

his-

and prophet,

and literature, the Most High sought to tea.oh man in Old Testament times
and to bring them to uprightness
Revelation through
through Malachi.

life and fellowship

prophets

poets of

After a period of f"our centuries

continued
silence, it was

Saviour and in the teaching of the

prophecy, commandment or poetry, biography or epistle, the
tures present the divine ethioal
I.

Scrip-

a stablishad by the Almighty. n 2

OW TEST.Anrif!:NT APPROACH

Ihe Genesis Acoount.
In C-enesis 21 a

I;S.-•=-!Jil.l.l;

picture

in the Garden of' Eden before his f"all.
with his Creator and with all creation.

man is portrayed as

He was in perfeot fellowship
He was given magnificent

l:.terrill c. Termey, The Word ~ThiS! Qentury. (NevT York:
Oxford University Press, 1960), P• 156.

2~.

was

21

opportunity to exercise all his God-gi"'ff9n principlss

prerogatives.

it was written in the Gam sis account:
And Jehovah God formed man of the dust of
the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life; and man became a living soul ...
And Jehovah God took man and put him into the
garden of Eden to dress it and to keep it ••••••
And Jehovah God commanded the man, saying, ••or
eveey- tree of the garden thou mayest freely
but of the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil, thou shalt not eat of it: for the
that
thou eatest thereof, thou shalt surely dien ....
And Jehovah
caused a
sleep to fall upon
the man, and he slept; and
took one of his
ribs, and closed up the flesh
:
and the rib, which Jehovah God had taken from
the man, made
a
and brought her unto
the man ••••• And they were both naked, the man
and his vdte, and were not ashamed.l
This was man as God had

hi.lll.

Howe"if\9r, this perfect

tionship was to be of short duration, for immediately following_, as
recorded in the third chapter of Genesis, the fall ot man was consummated.
If God was to be glorified and lf'orshipped freely, man

a probationary period in which

V¥"as free to

would choose to obey God or not.

Temptation, th'drefore, was

because in no other

a choice.

could human obedience be tested

he

perfected.

This does not contradict an earlier picture of man in perfect relation•
ship with his Creator.

!dam was holy as

was created holy.

will_, though conformed to the rnoral law, was mutable
omnipotent.

1 Genesis 2:7 15, 16 21, 25,
1
1

A.s.v.

But his
it was not
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As Dr. Shedd
compared to

on the matter concerning the holiness of' God as
of Adam:
"11 will determined to good with an omnipotent
not subject to change; but a will de-

""'"'~.,...""'~'

termined to good with a finite and limited force
is so subject. By reason of the restricted power
of
created vdll,
might lose the righteouana sa with which he was created, though
was under
no necessity of losing it,. His will had sufficient
. . . . . .~~-.... to continue
holiness,
not so much
1
.,... ,J._.,. ... .,.,,r"r,_,. as to
a
into sin impossible. Jt
The protestant position was ably stated in the
Confession as follows:
ttGOO. created man mala
1
righteousness and
sa, having
law
of God written in their hearts, and power to
fulfill it: and yet under a possibility of transgreasing, being left to the liberty of their t:'lml
will, which was subject to change. n2

The occasion of temptation 111as the tree of the
and evil.

God had demanded that they not

its presence in the garden

o.f its

of good

Iat,

man hia first opportunity to

exercise his moral freedom of choice.

As H. Orton Wiley dealt with this

"The tree was intended to serve as a constant
reminder
soma
ware fit and
unfit
to be dona,
that man was under tge moessity of
constantly exercising ~~se choices•"

1H. Orton Wiley, Christian TheolQgl (Kansas City,
P,eaoon Hill Press, 1958) Vol. II, P• 58.
Theologr, Vol. II, P• 149.
2Ibid.
0H. Orton Wiley, .2a•

ill•,

P• 61.

s
Quoting Dr. Shedd, Dog!:!:!!tig

was

field
God • s gifts in a falE.e and illusory light.
his

He had nothing to

of

thus he tempted man through deceptive use of God • s
deceitfulness

imrrla diate 1y.

I:Jr. H. Orton Wiley as
recorded in

on

of

sis 5:
"Presented in an illusive coloring, the
temptation appeared
for food, pleasant to
the eyes, and a tree to
sired to
one
wist. led
the desire to think of its possible
gratification, the
to
that
God would wish to be stow; and since wisdom was
desirable in intelligent be
would make man more like God.
bility was
for a
conclusion, i.nto
which Satan im.'Uediatsl;r injected the doubt, 'Yea,
hath God said'•" l
that which God had

on man.

a foothold

The ethical idea of Genesis,

separation

or

God came

of time.
are told

took of the fruit thereof,

guilt

and
5

the

one brief

eat,

also unto her husband

1dth her; and he did eat. n
the fall., the

of God was marred, defaced, distorted, but

not entirely destroyed.

universe about him man was aware of

a divine Creator; but he preferred to follow his om inclinations toward
sinfulne sa a.."l'ld to formulate

own religions.

Paul,

to

s quite vividly the discordant., disobedient soul of

libid., p. 61 and 62

Because that which is
of God
manifest in them; for God manifested it unto
them. For the invisible things of
since
the creation of the world are clearly sean,
being perceived through the
that are
made, even His everlasting power and divinity;
that they may
without excuse; because that,
knowing God, they glorified Him not as God1
neither gave thanks; but became vain
their
reasonings, and their senseless heart was
darkened. Pro£e
themselves to be wise,
they became fools, and changed
glory of
the incorruptible God for the likeness of an
image of corruptible man, and
birds, and
four-footed beasts, and creeping things.l
The effect of the fall was previously discussed U..'>lder the subject

of sin.
The Patriarchal Period.
was morally responsible to God before the Law was given at

Sinai, despite the fact that there is no clear testirnony to the existence of authoritative Divine law expressed externally as an imperative
command.

Man was to be guided by the light of conscience.

Carl F. H.

Henry states:
" ••••• man was to be guided morally by the

directive light of conscience and the tradition of moral duty in paradise
had
survived into the fallen situation
man.n 2
However, because of man's bent to-r?"ard sin1 he was unable to
enforce the higher sentiments of his conscience.

lRomans 1:19-23,

After the

A.s.v.

2carl F. H. Henry, Christian Personal Ethics (Orand
B. l~dsmans Publishing Co.), P• 270.
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murder by Cain (Gen. 4 :8) 1 sin increased
sent the flood to
and 7).

proportions until God
(

man from

Even after the flood, man was not

sis

6

to

of his conscience and sin wss rrunpsnt.

ethical

principles and performance, mm1 needed s new revelation
would

more

than

from the \Vorks of the Crest or.

laft the creatures of

which would

LikeYrl.sa 1

he might live according to the light

word that
derived

needed a new nature so that
in that Word.

to grope

At no time had

blind darkness, but has

illumined their path with the light of divine CO'Jlm<md.

were re-

which 'W\'3ra multiplied and giwn a fL"md objsc-

vealad signposts in

tive and written form after the fall last man be overwhelmed in sin by
the maze of conflicting demands im.pelling him from within and .from with•
out.
These standards of ethical character

conduct established in

the Scriptures were manifested in various ways.

in the historical record.

They were illustrated

Monogamy, for example, was implied in the

original institution of

as stated

Genesis:

ffThersfore shall

'<I

a man leave his father and his mother, and cleave unto his wife:
they shall
was recorded

one fls

am

111 Likewise., the first standard of chastity

the first

to Rebecca in

sis 24 :16.

Envy

and hatred vrora first shown in their true light in tha account of Cain
and Abel.
In the Old

stament, the standards of ethical character and

laenesis 2:24, A.s.v.
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conduct reached the epitom.y in the Ten

enunciated on Sinai, the

Tan Commandments.

In summary1 the Decalogue

(l)
(2)
(5)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

:

Thou shalt have no other gods
:Ma.
Thou shalt not
unto thyse lt any graven
Thou shalt not teJ!a the name of Jehovah thy
Remember the sabbath day to keep it holy.
Honer thy
and thy mother.
Thou shalt not kill.
Thou shalt not commit adultery.
Thou shalt not steal.
Thou shalt not bear false ld tne ss.
Thou shalt not covet.

vain.

It is obvious that the first four commands were directed especially
tmvard God1 and the subsequent commands., toward neighbor.

Thus, out of the

Decalogue., the two basic precepts of Christian ethics

been formulated,

love for God and love for man.
The law of

before the fall of man would constitute that which
as that Which was

planned as vm 11
strict obedience to the law
with Him.

for man.

order to maintain harmony

fallO'KShip
ordinances

The

established in

demanded

• 'fhis relationship between

Commandments

the fall of man puts added

and the la.w
that the Decalogue is

's law,

with Him demands total acceptance
The first three relate to

to maintain harmony and fa llowship
obedience.
ft

"

is himself the unique bearer of the
Divine
(Gen. 1:26) and to fashion any
competitive
would threaten the great
truth that God
Spirit: it would reflect
on the dignity of man1
it would ultimately
encourage sinful man to overlook the incarnated
image of God in Jesus Christ. 1
lThid., p. 272.

be o oma onG

are

the

•

•
on the

J

s

love man as

action of mankind.

ethics

was not es-

follow for

basic
mn

ssntinal

over one t s

c

Though

of

's
so as

1

c~n.

cou.rae of

2:24 1 A.s.v.

de
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5).

"•

277.

of
of
prophets,
conviction th;::rt continued to
her
from all
nations
As a part of their forthtelling ministry, the prophets applied
the

of God to specific

problems of

ir day.

They ware

social moralists, for they spoke to the theocratic nation as a whole
and spoke of oppra

social evils.

moralists, for they knew a nation could change nothing unless
called on the

individual

to trust God, repent from sin, and serve the Lord.
The prophets stood

a line of

between Moses and Christ.

"They contribute both as forthtellara and
foretellers to the real inner unity of the two
Testaments. The continuity of the Mosaic, Prophetic, and
Testament ethic shines lucidly
through Jesus' constant appeal to 'the law and
the prophets', and through his tendency to ampley
the term 'the law' when
to the Old
Testament as a Whole. 'I'he
Ta stament identifies the prophets dramatically vdth the tradition
of redemptive rewlation: they -were
'of Whom
the world vias not worthy' (He b. 11:58)".

II.

APPROACH

The Approach of Jesus.
'I'he concept of righteousness that was taught in the

at ths time of Jesus consisted of one thing, that being, strict obedience to every minute detail of the law.

This consisted of not only

H. Henry, Christian Personal Ethies, p. 277.

the law of Moses, but all the tradition that was built around it down
through the

a.

This is

priest and prophet.

The priests emphasized ceremonial duties, rituals

all the external activity that

~nt

with .follmrlng the lavl,

prophets constantly strove to counteract

tendency

sts and to spiritualize the national religion. (I Samuel 15:221

of' the

6 :81 Micah.)

I

powerful le

natura, so

But, so strong was

machine

was it to

of rules, so strong •vas the
Pentateuch

sacerdotal organization
'Written in a dead

the priesthood more and more

!J

Tal1md

and

last

Zechariah,
from Israel". 1 This

of
to

tradition of the elders.

oral law or

Into this

preaching.

tradition Jesus ct:t'll€1

Jesus

One is easily convinced

being.

with them, but the Scriptures were a part of

them and constantly used

natural reverence for.the Scriptures.
in His teaching.

John 7)

(Mark 12:26, 29:

12:3;

2 :213';

:23;

10:6;

7:8-13;

not only used Scripture in

statemnt in

He had a

teaching, but He

to them.
'l'hink not that I
Law or the Prophets r

but to fulfill.

l:i.<'D.

com to destroy

I am not come to destroy

verily I

unto you,

1B. A. Hinsdale, Je!9:s As .! Teacher (st. Louis f
Co., 1895) 1 P• 97.

Christian Publishing
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1

ethical teaching of the Saviour was given not in
philosophical

but in the

life.

profound

sa

of

Jesus not only

ministr.r, but He

in

n~1m;:n1n!"\n

wish

the

to

did He openly

Jewish
and

did Jesus reee
The basic

so

to

ministry?

a on which Jesus based His teachings,

His 'Whole life, was art Old
thy C-od with all thy heart, with all
His second basic principle is

yea~

love the Lord
soul and 'rlth all

might.n 2

a.'l Old Testament

"Thou

love thy neighbor as thyself' .n 5
the
much tradition that they lost sight of the Law and this basic
that Jesus insisted should be there.

They carried the ariginal

and added new ideas, all in

of activities.

These

activities took precedence over the basic law of the Scriptures.

were striving far righteousness through mere activity
than taking the basic precept into the very depths or their being and
so allowing it to motivate their activity.

5:17-19, K.J.V.
2I:leuteronOIJV 6 t4; Mathew 22 :54......£0, K.J. V.
5Iavitieua l9tl8;
22:54-40, K.J.v.

Jesus appealed to the Scriptures, but

did so

basic

precept of' love for God and love for neighbor, which should

,.,...,~.,. ....

and govern all of one's actions.
Following these two basic requirements, Christ taught that true
worship was spiritual

it of His people.

But the hour cometh,
now is, when
the true i'forshippers shall 'Norship the Father
in spirit and truth: for such doth the Father
seek to be His worshippers. God is a Spirit 1
and they that worship Him must vvorship in spirit
and truth.l
Christ next advocated

norm. of

first the kingdom of

As was written in the Book of J ohn 1 "Seek ye first

God.

of God, and His righteousness; and all these things shall
you".2

This was not just a "do it

and how you please" proposition.

you like"

unto

stion, nor a '*lmen
Christ t'lfas to

But the admonition

the kingdom of God first, and then the other would ba added unto
you.

The "how" was am3'W'elred by Jesus in His reply to Nicodemus

said,
Verily, verily, I say U..Y!.to thea., except

one be born anew, he cannot see the kingdom of
God ....... That which is born of the flesh is flesh;
and that which is born of the Spirit is Spirit.
Marvel not that 1 said unto thee,
must be born anew. 3
The new Spirit-filled life ·was not meant to be a statio life.
Christ declared that the members of the

the '*salt

of the earthn and the "light of the world".
tent v-vith godliness that others will
the Father which is in Heaven".

1John 4:23-24, A.s.v.
2Mathaw 6:35, A.s.v.
3John 5:5 6 7, A.s.v.
1
1

the

Life

to be so consisworks and

As Christ took an active part in

redeeming the soul of lost man, so redeemed man should
in bringing the lost back to the fellowship of
Christ.

an active
th.rough Jesus

'!'he redeemed man should be a light in a dark

world

and salt to a festering infected society.

Humility is an ethic .for the true Christian.

rrr::r yoke upon you, and learn o:f

; for I am. meek

Jesus said,

11

'l'ake

lowly in heart:

and ye shall find rest unto your souls. ul
Luke has recorded in the sixth chapter an excellent

began in the 27th verse

the ethical teachings of Jesus.

of
conti•

up to the 58th:
•••••• Love your enemies, do good to them that

you, bless them that curse you, pray for
them that de spitefully use you. To him that
smiteth thee on the one cheek
also the
other; and from him that taketh
thy cloak
withhold not
coat also. Give
everyone
that aaketh thea; and
hi.'I'R that taketh
thy goods ask them
as ye
that men should do to you, do
also to them
likewiSE~ •••••• 19nd, never despairing,; •••••
merciful, even as your F'ather is merciful.
And judge not,
shall not be jud.ged1 and
condemn not, and ye shall not
condemned: release and ye shall
re~ased:
give and it
shall
given unto you.
Again, this is a part of

Sermon on the Mount in which Jesus

admonished the people to ,s!2 as well

as~·

'l'hese are not just a set

of lofty principles bound 1n a book, but they are to

p:raetioed. They

should be an integral part of the very baing of every individual created
God.

~athew 11:29 1

A.s.v.

2

A.s.v.

Luke 6:25-57,

PORTLAND CENTER LIBRARY

Pauline Summary of the Ten Contl!landmsnts •.
Based on the presupposition that God's law ¥vas codified in the
Tan Commandments, the apostle Paul emphasized that all

be

duties to the state are comprehended in the law of love.

Paul states:

no man anything, save to love one
another: for he that loveth his nei1:shbor
hath fulfilled the law. JJ'ar this, 'I'hou
shalt not commit adultery, Thou shalt not
kill, Thou shalt not steal, Thou
not
covet, and if there by any other commandment
it is summed up in this ward, namely', Thou
shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. Love
warketh no ill to his neighbor: love therefore is the fulfillment of the Jaw.l
Paul clim.a."'tad this dissertation with the 14th verse

he said, "But

put ye on the Lord Jesus Christ. n

III.

The Bible
AL'nighty God.

the basis for Christian ethics established by the

God has sought after ma.'l from the

hu.man

history, by angels and prophets; by law and literature 1 to bring him
to uprightness of life.
fellowship with God.

Before the fall of raan, he tlfas in

After the :fall, man's

but not entirely destroyed.

was

.Man's inclinations toward sinfulness was

strong, but he realized a Creator and
ts

of

for a d ivi."le being.

need for a new revelation other than the works of the Creator was
in God's Word.

conduct.

The Bible gives man the standards of ethical

These are round in the Old Testament, in the historical records,

through the laws or 11loses1 and by the prophets.

laomans

15:8-101 A.s.v.

In the

Te sta'llSnt,

of ethical teaching in the

Jesus gave

simplicity of

~-~~'~

a pure heart

rather than a strict

lite.

Man was found with

through. the love
of the

ss
proposition of

love fer neighbor,

IV
ETHICAL AND

CO.NDUCT

CONDUCT

TO

lical

The

to

of

was
rnostly

to
research,

and

has been found

hs:va

the

one
and

the

and

has

so ethics as
s of

as

Christian 'l'heolog;r (
), Vol. III, P• 8.
2.n
'd
.&OJ. •

'

P• 9. ,

conduct."

1

SJJaaks of

and the truth

complished; so also, ethics
life

which

ac-

of the truth

which the

ordered, and by means of which it is given

expression.

the ethics of Christianity completes the
it is only through a combination of
salvation can be revealed

religion; for

ethics that the plar1 of

its perfection.

II.
Ethics presuppose responsibility, and responsibility
freedom.

At the threshold of Christian ethics

freedom.

So important is a positive answer to this question,

dare not avoid it.

For upon a

the question of

answer to this question

the entire validity to the system of Christian ethics.
that, upon the nature

one

extant

more than

depends

very

of the ethical system, especially at such vital points as

own acts,

1vhich the actor should inwardly

in

the resources

for a change in direction.
man's actions are determined,
ing

men ought to do.

no
room for

some theories of jurisprudence, one could view law as
of

sociology could

conduct will result in

consequences.

present, because man's actions could

Likewise,
counted and

tabulated, and from recorded act:i.ons trends and patterns would evolve.
Psychology also could be pre sent

such a system,

ths cause-

and-effect relationship between various determinants and results can
be analyzed without reference to
these factors oould be

tm

matter

responsibility.

Though

sent in a determined system, ethics could not.

concerning ethics, »•••••
tinctivenaas lies in ita nace"'""l:i.,....,. recognition of, and concern for,
the responsible

of intentions

the

perseverance in

same as they are translated into aotion. tt 1

.Henoo, the question

of freedom is at the threshold of Christian ethics.
?

Common sensa and observation declare the

that man is not devoid of

l~nitations.

tioned by factors beyond his control.

On every hand, he is condi-

most a.pparent limitations

are the ph;rsical limitations and the limitations of

capacity.

a football star, nor a moron a

For

nuclear physicist.
there are limitations imposed by the actions of others.
People of the
with the whites

are not allowed to inte
of the actions of others.

race

various places because

Simpler still, a person's trip

delayed
last

reservation.
Contradictory to the common American assumption that one can
a new start, certain limitations

own past actions.

Due to the pre sent tension over

communist threat,

a common illustration as to this limitation is the limited possibilities
one has

the field of government, education, and industry when

carries with him a record of

for

lJa.mas A. Pike., Doing !!l! Truth (Garden City,
Doubleday
Co., 1955), P• 16.

left-wing cause.

Jersey:
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So also, accidents or poor timing of human events
fulfillments.

Due to inclement weather, a person

bar certain

not be able to

a given appointment.
Besides these outer factors, ·there are the inner factors which
bear on behaviour.

There :i.s habit, and

ological bias.

sciously recognizable 1 but just the same 1 they are
the sources

inner

I~ot

as con-

operation, are

a which affect man's rational choices.

1~11

these stand as limitations to man.

a man looks back on any particular decision or
done 1 the answr to the question,
swared in terms o£ cause and effect.
feels tree.

he has

did I do it?" can usually

an-

Yet., looking forward, man al1:vays

looking forward, there is no cause and effect on which

one can base his answers; there is only the problem of a right decision.
As often as not, the problem of making decisions causes great
anxiety.

This is due to the fact that the responsibility

cisions lie with the individual, and there is

EL.'l

these de•

instinctive

that

the decision made, if lf.l:'ong, will cause either the .reeling of remorse or
guilt, or both.
These two responses, though not infallible clues to reality, are
plausible assumptions because of their universality.

a

de-

cision is made., man can and does feel remorseful, or sense that the result was not necessary and could haw been different had the decision
been made differently.

Likewise, an individual can and does feel guilty

when he is a part in the causation of the unwanted result.

However, it

ia recognized that there are those with a *'g-uilt complex" who feel that
things could have been different when they actually could not
so.

Even so, the first

bt~en

out-balance the latter, thus, the uni-
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versality of these feelings
reality, which is freedom

it plausibls to

them to

consequent responsibility.
that while looking

is freedoa1 to choose yes or no, with the accompaniment
decision.

ina

This wrong decision would include the

morse and, or, guilt.

Looking back on one's conduct, one can

factors which Yrould
ls remorse and, or, guilt even

often enough, one
look.

This would indicate a sense of responsibility even in the backin freedom.

look - a sense that
undeniable truth on

There

cannot be :tgnored

s of this

which

cause it doo s not fall into the cats

ticular theological bend.

our par-

would

from both

Thus, the problem of

dam.

denied 1 nor can

cannot

arise.
man has a sense of values.
man has
scale

ali~ped

these values in a priority scale,

nrr"<O,.!OIT.t;;.\s.

be callsd his

Out of this sense of values
frorn this priority

The values man holds most eminent can quite properly

Often to all appearenoes, man's priority

seam polytheistic, but in time of
bet-ween the bfo, OI'le top god usually'
the man cannot decide and is torn.
inevitably decide in the

baco~ms

man

a or

trial or ts sting
evident.

it

s not,

able to

his priority scale of values

This, of course, is talking

~mat

what he thinks or says it is.

As Dr •.Pike has written,

will

s.

a man's priority seals reallt is, not

"He may think
operating
one scala
and actually
operating by another.
rnan
who says, 1 1
live
the Golden
'1
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valuation
previous

to

in a

the

to Yalues that the individual
that

is no

conduct of his life 1 but

as to
>vould inevitably do what he is.

that this is true, there is
that which he is.
have been altered.

it

man cannot

Granted

changed

History is replete with men whose ambitions and aims
This is called conversion, or the experience of sal-

vation.
In other 'Nords, man is
is free to choose nothing elaa.

to choose his gods.

he
that he

Thus, the only true

actually has is religious freedom.
If a man's

pattern

the hierarchy of his gods,

it is obvious that every man has a religion.

Out of this value pattern

constitutes man's religion., must evolve some action,
action evolves the question as to
given as to v.s_lues here and now

it was

•

this

ansmrs that are

in the end upon

as to the source and destiny of
reality.

'l'his again., as shown in the introduction to th:i.s chapter,

involves man in theology.
The possibility of liberty or freedom to the
ian, began vdth the death of Jesus Christ unto sin.
and rose victorious over sin
began.

a.~d

Christ died

death, man's opportunity for

III.

insigniticant and
should
know tha answer to such an obvious question.

Yet,

no one,

learned or simple, who does not ask it som.atime or other.
ful man and the man

has

stion;

cal, 'Well-disciplined person

, the ethi-

the one who has trafficked in

pleasure ask the question; the one

his preoccupation wvith

sex has caused him to miss, and the other wandering

look back with anJdety

of tha future 1 and the old

1'\!S

his morality

question in confusion over the

ask

to what they

Tha success-

life.

wonderment as

is the purpose in life?

here?
lical Christianity answers this question

a creature.

Consequently1

creature, but also :l.n

man as

answer is not found only in man as the
as the Creator.

purpose is that which

terms

Jm evangelical Christian

man t s

God t s purpose for man.
created him in his own

C'!Od ere ated

nature of God in relation to the world is that

and likene as.

Cr~ator,

Redeemer,

Holy- Spirit.
Dr. PL'Ice maintains

but that

has continued

Himself

manifold

God was not only the Creator of the lrorld1
creation through the evolving

a-

wondrous ways •

.,

Also, God

but

seeks to save those

lated Himself' into the
Son.

not only is the source of

Redeemar.

not kept the norms.
of

norms,
has tram:.; ...

through Jesus Christ 1 His

Third, God is Holy Spirit, and
ship of men who

sts

up the body of Chri::.t and are seeking to make

Kingdom manifest in the world.

In this sensa 11 He builds

paradoxically enough_. as the Holy

but 1

the prophets" 1 He

spake

s it. 1

transcends community and
l''ollowing this brief

of God 1 it is obvious

man was created in the
to

fallow·

ss of God,

, too,

creative, redemptive, and to live and work ill a c..,..,.,,....,,,...
is able to share in the completion of the universe and able

to turn chaos into order by plant
tain the rivers, make

the fields, building dams

lioate instruments -

no less then

contask of

saying his prayers.
The creativity of man is a tremendous individualistic thing.
has

a specialist with a

to

Not only a task to perform as in the sense of

privilege ·to develop and

to others, but a

ss his own individual capabilities.,

In order or freedom"' in self-development or in communication,
man was

is Creator.

to ba creative because
In like fashion, man is to

redempt:tve.

to err in such a

to others and to oneself.

as to

one unacceptable

God relates Himself to man in man's limits.•

tions, errors and sin, and raan in
hi.-nself to others.

to do prithe

marily with interpersonal relationships.
freedom to err,

This

is capable of so relating

It is recorded

I John that, "God so loved us; -we

one another". 1

to love

written, *'He hath sent Me to heal

brolren-

to preach deliverance to the captives, and the recovering cf
2
sight to the blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised"•
All
this God does, and all this God expects :mankind to do.
God expects mankind to live
Spirit works in the

in a community.

God as Hozy

the g;roup, in the spirit de corps of the

blessed company of all faithful

ople, which is the church.

the fe llowahip of men \Vho

As God

of

man to manifest God throughout the com.rnunity in which he

lives.

Man has not been asked to divide his time bet"<vaen the church

who is

and the community.

the fellowship with the Holy Spirit,

has created man to be the ehurch wherever

l.§. the Church.

the

is.

hand, man has

created chaos out of order instead of

intended; or

left the heart of the broken-hearted in ill
left in misery and

spair the captive.

How His heart must ache as the

are

blind are caused to stumble and fall
left captive.

How man has failed his purpose in life as

a religious clique for a church rather

a fellowship of believers.

Chr.istian love is an absolute
God is absolute.
is holy;
allows no competitors for the devotion of the Christian. To
serve lesser gods is to fall into idolatry. To
:mit:f,:mderstand, or simpzy not to understand, the
1s
all-demanding nat,ure of
to eclipse

1 r John 4:11,

2

Luke 4:18,

A.s.v.
A.s.v.

fo:rmed

the meaning of his holy providence and to forget
that He alone is Lord. To suppose that man's
devotion to God is aver completed on the basis
of what man does in the
of' ethical good vi'I'?"'Jr~
is to forget the gulf that exists between
5
will and all human attempts to fulfill it.

or'

are we hera?

Not to keep rules for rules' sake.

God is not

interested in that, nor should man be.

But man is here to fulfill the

basic purpose for which God made him.

The summation of this purpose can

be found in the two great commandments.
Hear, 0 Israel, the Lord thy God is ona Lord.
And thou shalt love the Lord thy
with all thy
heart, and with all thy soul, and with all thy
mind, and ·nth all th;r strength.2 This is the first
and great commandment. And the second is like unto
it; thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself. On
the sa two commandroonts hang all the law and the
prophets.5

IV.

OF LOVE

Dr. Carl F'. H. Henry has written:
The church is moral~ obligated to humanity
as a whole, and her duty to men is a part
her
duty to God. She does not possess this
of life
to condemn the world, but to be a witness
all
mankind. She is to be an instrument of rescue as
well as a reminder that God wills to reign social:cy
and universal1y.4

lEdward Leroy Long, Jr., Conscience and Comgromise (Philadelphia:
The Westminster Press, 1954) 1 P• 46.

2:oeuteronom;y 6:4 and

~thaw 22,58,

s, A.s.v.

A.s.v.

4 carl F. H. Henry, Christian Perronal Ethics (C'JI'and Rapids, Mich.:
\fm. B. Erdsmans Publishing Co.}, P• 219.

love for

is to

fundamental motive of

out

aetion.

love to all man as a

1
Broad is the

it coYers when it puts

on the individual.

that

The

fur-

nishes no encouragement
the "eligibility" of recipient

one t s ethical attitude and conduct.

fact, it protests to the

Biblical idea that says,

"There is neither Jew nor Greek; there is neither bond nor free, there
2
is neither male or female:
are all one in Jesus Christ 11 •
The
to love the neighbor, to love the whole

evangelical Christian
race, all

even one's enew.f.t and to

tiality or of dislike.

of

Love alone fulfills the law.

one element that
of' Christian ethics than

Though the law of love

:no exception,

even

in the realm

of love, and that is man's calling.
the over-all application of man 1 s call, it

does not precede it in impartance.·
As Dr. Pike

written, from the Christian understanding of things,

wrong-doing " ....... is not so much a

of breaking traffic regttlations

as it is a failure to liw up to the expectations of som9one we respect 1
'letting down' someone who

it is

1 Ibid., p. 221.
2

Galatians 5:281 A.s.v.

3Jt!£1:l'00s A. Pike, Doing

ib!!.

Truth, P• 41.

Thus man's moral choice rests upon the premise already established
in that God has chosen him, or called him. to be co-creator
finishing His creation, in the continuing work of the redemption of man,
and in the task of building a.ll men into comrrru.nity.
sharer in the great enterprise of God.

~!an

is a partner, a

He is bound

a personal

relationship with God with a shared concern.
C-od is not a being beside other beings, nor is

just Lord

particular aspect of life - the "spiritual" or the "moral*'.

Ha is the

and the Lord of all.

ultimate

fact that

t1

He is Lord of al.lf' is challenged avery

groups, even religious groups.

The sacred

the secular are separated.

In the schools, religion is a "department" at best.

"practicau
ritual" and "material".

by various

is distinction
11

"principle", "soult'

spi-

However, God is not only in all things, but He

has definite CO!fcern for all things.

•ro subtract certain aspects of life

from His reign such as politics, economics, or personal leisure 1 or name
what you will, is to break the first and most important of cornmandmants,

"I am the Lord thy God •••.• Thou shalt have none other
In short then, the claim is a total one.

tralities.

There are no areas that man

There are no moral neu-

free from the judgmants of God.

The problem of doing His will is always befo:ra mankind even though man can
and often does choose not to haed it.

The secret decisions, ·che steward-

ship of time, as well as the outward manifestations of conduct, are all
religious and ethical matters.

1

Exodus 20 :2-3 1 ASV.

Every decision made

either for or against

the will of God.
1

"There is nothing be side the service of God that is

one's own busine sa' • nl

V. PERFECTION IN LOVE
The first thought of such a rigorous approach would be that a
person would have to be a perfectionist to the ultimate degree.

one

except God Himself could carry out such a program of perfect living.
this point, there must be particular clarity.

At

One can hardly endorse the

views of perfectionists who expect a per.f'ect performance from individuals
and of groups in society.

Nor can the view of perfectionism that sap-

arates the sinfulness of the flesh with that of the spirit be endorsed.
That is to sa:y1 that no one can

anythirtg in the flesh that he cares

to without affecting the purity of' his heart.
perfectionism "'!JVhich

not

!-for should one eschew a

beyond ethics a11d does not

serious-

1y the redemption of the imperfect in this world.

Dr. wynkoop quotes John Fletcher when she writes:

Avoid all extremes. lrThile on the one hand you
keep clear of the Pharisaic delusion that slights
Christ, and
the pretended merit of an imperfect
obedience the procuring cause of eternal life : see
that on the other hand you do not lean to the A.Yltinomian error, which, under the pretense of exhalting
Christ 1 speaks contemptuously of obedience 1 and "makes
void the law through a faith that ~ B.91 work by
love ••••• Many smatterers in Christian experience talk
of a finished salvation in Christ •••••while they know
little of themselves and less of Christ.2

lJamas A. Pike, ~· cit., p. 45.

~fynkoop, An Existential Inter_pretation ,2! the Doctrine ,2! Holiness.
p. 154 1 quoted fro:n1 John Fletcher, Checks ].Q Antinomianism, P• 22.

These

a of perfectionism should not be endorsed.

But when it

comas to stating what the law of Ood is, (that is1 loving
whole m1nd 1 heart, and soul, and thy neighbor as thyself) 1 and the scope
and totality of God's call, (that is, there is nothing beside the
the light

of God that is "one's own busine sa" 1 He is Lord over all.
of man's creation in the

sa

of Ood, man is to have as

a concern

as God has) 1 man is to be :Perfect.
According to Dr. Wynkoop:
Christian perfection, or Perfect Love, stands
for a full zooasure of personal obligation to the
whole will of (Jod, rather than an acceptance of
Christian status without
responsibility
attached. It stands for ttobedienca from the heart"
rather
an abrogation of law. It requires the
highest moral inte
and rational responsibility
rather than a dulling of the conscience 1 a reinterpretation of sin, a surrender to blind impulse and
irresponsible individualism•••• Christian perfection
is moral to the cora and underst~:1nds holine sa to
thoroughly relevant to every area of life and not
repugnant to the possibilities in Christianized
In other words, this is purity of heart.

thing, and that is to do

'a will.

sense is to be parsued.

Not that other

that they

•

1

!ot!:an is to will just one

other interest in any final
not

furthered, but

be furthered for God' a sake, that He may be Lord over all.

This does not mean objective rightness to the very letter.
would be on!y possible to an infinite being, God.

Again, this

il[an 1 though

is co-

creator with God, is not infallible in his decisions because ha is finite.
's finitude is not sin, but to fail to recognize it is.
it should turn man to C'tod.

1Ibid.

1

P• 155.

Because of various conditions, man can be

'Wrong as to what the

or God really is for

knue enough, or because his reasoning

the mores around him, or

cause of the distortion

his own

scious factors created
All this

't work liell

or beof uncon-

decisions

is

affect his decision.

that lnan should diligentJ:;

~

or

to do the

embracing concern and the all-embracing claim
Dr. Pike is quoted as

fact

upon us.

Once

has written concerning the relationship of the

This
does not specify what particular acts
constitute love of God or of neighbor; it does not
specify what
the maaure of nwola strength", or
nwhola mind"; nor does it specify who is embraced by
the phrase *'one's neighbor"• The terms of the law of
love are such that it
no doubt as to the
totality of the claim§ nothing is to be held back
from God t s service, and as the parable of the Good
Samaritan
s clear., a
s neighbor is anyone
whom a man is able to help.

maf

At this point two

stions would seem inevitable.

On the one

hand, due to the various conditions mentioned above,. it would
that man would not be responsible
it the two

eom.mandment s

his decisions.

On the other hand,

not tell a person precisel;r what to do 1

does it mean to love the Lord with all the heart, for

let

the family forage for itself?
Once again one must
created him a rational being and
comro.on sense.

Yet, this

expects

to use just a little

merit soma consideration.

the negative aspect of the matter, service of God

1James !. Pike, Doing

ill! 'l'ruth, P• 51.

As to

of neighbor requires

that one

D.2i £!.2

certain

as 1mll as

not left the creatlll"El s of His
illumined their

to

:12 certain things.
in blind

('j"''" 1'"'~"'"'ss,

rules of conduct have bean developed l"":artly to
most obvious of these.

the teacher that leads 1nan to a

it.

These Old

rata,

is

of

understanding

not to abolish

absolute laws help to decide

s

of love and his call.

TI1ese decisions such as no killing,

no stealing, no adultery, etc., go vTithou.t
Christian.

of the

the coda of manners that is acceptable.

lical

eats his food according to
In actuality, man

matters for him.

evaluation of each situation which would
drive a man to distraction and

to the

also put their pressure to bear on man.

Man stops unconsciously at a red lie}lt.

rules of thumb which readily

he

full

it
of the

the

that one would go through

mental and

stament

said

Some have said that He came to fulfill the
At

but has

the ·total claim.

laws, however, are still God's command.

God.

has

Ill

the light

ten commandments ara

~'~God

these

A complete ethical
readily

in a

him impotent for action at all.

As necessary as they are, these ethical absolutes raise another
problem.

In a case of life or death, should a man defend

she were criminallY assaulted or about to be murdered?

if

Or in a case of

war, should a man kill an enemy, or in both cases, would the absolute be
heeded?

lcarl l''. H. Henry, Christian Personal Ethics, P• 264.

In like fashion, the problem of adultery is one of the
that is regarded as a fund.amantal norm.
l'!ere practiced as maans to

Yet, during wartime, immoral acts

freedom as an and.

These l'!era looked on

with praise rather than condemnation.
The point would seem that here man would not
solute laws:

there would be no

vtith ab-

to

a~l,

rather a matter of mora good mixed with le sa

a series of ex-

versus

with greater evil, or a matter of choice of the
the lesser of two evils.

ss good mixed

of two goods, or

This drives back to basic concept of the

of love

tulfilL~nt

eands all law.

At this point, there is still the question

of God*s call.

This, and only this, transknowing

God's will amidst the various circumstances, as v;as previously stated.
that there is

purity.

the rightness or one's decision.
with a pure heart, Satan can subtl.v use the pOlll-er of rationalization to distort the pure decision that one would

• As Dr. Pike has

'Wl'itten, "••• the "'""'""".,... of rationalization is so subtle that man
sire purity of heart and even think he has achieved it
tivated by factors which have not
sion."

conscious~

de-

still

played a part in his deci-

1

To decide to violate the law "rould call for the most

ssing

contrary factors and the most objective soul-searching possible in order
t,o bring to the surface all that would

against purity of heart.

The very idea that man could be motivated

the power of rationalization

1
Pike, ~·

Q!i., P• 58.

even in

name of

f!arna

to

s

life.
were as God

right.

even
The only

claim r1hich
devotion

on
as is

in the full sensa

t h:rough the

nor a van a sat

of love.

but

an

his

s

•

of sin.

There are two

the individual;

to the per:f'ect
olaim
is

logical nor

this latter

lassen

it

and one c:3m1ot avo1.d the

or

·the will of mm

commandment of love)

of this

To follow the

over-all claim

claim of

sin.

as
fro:ra the vdll of C-od.

disoount

one ' s actual

measure

to live

sin is

the call (stated as law in the

man t s empirical behaviour.

Since sin was
has sam knowledge on the subject.t it lrlll
briefly here as summary fashion to relate it to the total claim God
has upon the life of man.

The beginning of all particular sin
the desire for

autono~.

Sin

self-centeredness and

so interrelated that it not only

affects the relationship of the individual, but also the relationship
of the individual to his fellow men.
state and have it not

Man cannot carry on in a sinful

the society in which he lives.

can

man live in a sinful society and shut himself off from its involvements
and its sin.

Sin is an individual matter.

To say that sin

not an

racial segregation and discrimination, is to say that no one is responsible for sin.
one takas into account the sum total of the individual areas
of God's call, of the failure to

the law of love 1 and the part in

the distortions of the social structure which hurt sons of men, one can
fee,l the force of the word in the F'irst Epistle of John, "If we
have no sin, we deceive ourselves and the truth
Likewise, man can re
which

"We

to the words,

ought to have done; and

"We

\'Ia

not in usn. 1
left undone those things

have done those things which we ought

not to have done; and there is no health in us."
gives an excellent discussion of

Dr. Thomas C.
idea of spiritual

"

liberty.~

Appendix.
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as
an answer

are

0119
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:na11

rm1st be

in

(1) manta

(5)

of

ill

nan *s

"

of

to
heart, and soul,
the

his ne
rather than an
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of law.,

is

of

CHAPTER V

CRAPTiffi V

THE "F':JUND

AND "WHONG

to

and

de-

been vie1;ved

lical

of

are naw,.

the

if
to be Christian.
it

are pre

waalmess

is not.•

: that much too

face

one
THH:Sf'~

Dr..

tare

CHRISTIAN

s Jl..

and

s s total

in this

man was

s A. Pika., (as

).

•
the

In

he v;as called ·to carry out His thraa ...fold purpose of creating,
call is
and love for man.
Lord of

~lJ,;

man r s

judgment
to do

ssed by love for

a total

• God

to

..
God.,

to

from

hare

nll of God vdth no other intare sts parsued.
too much for

to accept.

t.otal

The rich

ruler

in Jesus' day was an example of this point.

he

his question,

1nl Jesus demanded

must I do to inherit eternal

a total committmant and the young man

Jesus with

sorrowf'ul.

All

well

until he counted the cost.
Findley B.

said that Christianity was basically a two-fold

experience ..
Christianity
an
- an
with Ghrist that must
itself in experience.
One does not truly learn a Christian experience until
he
both experienced it and expressed it in experience. 2
In close proximity to the above, is the finitude of man which

also caused him to reject ths source of value judgment.
affect onats actions consciously and unconsciously.
sense, one can

~dllfully

reject the conditi.ons he

purity and a right relationship lrlth God.
ceding point.

This

can
conscious

In

for
to

pre-

On the other hand, through the subtlety of sin, man can

suppose his heart is pure, when it is not.

of ration-

alization has lost him the battle.

lLuke 18al81 K.J.V.
2Findley B. Edge 1 TeachinB_for _;...:;;...;....;;;;...:...;;. (Nashville J Tenn. :
Press, 1956), P• 16.

Br~~an

so

move only
and ruts to run

workers

Dr.

Sperry..

that these

religi~as institutions~

of

said

instltutions

s,

even though

and routines

gone.

from which all
:L."1stitutions

to call such

Anthropologists

11

it is the individual

church., the same
Christians today

tt

s up the church and

actuality

stion should

survivals 11

God?

than

loss of dyna.'llism has com a loss

Coupled
the

the lack of enthusiasm
ople are ns ither excited nor moved by
quoted om

question could

we believen.
11

of Christianity.

try to

when

Christians, but we

a sense of

5

good

At this point.,

Could a

the powerful influences of the world,

he does not understand the

ltois Is Bar, Education That !§. Ctgistian (Westwood,
.JJ:,~Iu.u..~,~ H. Revell Co., 1958), P• 256.

Jersey t

2Albert T. Rasmussen, Christian Social Ethics (Englewood Cliffs,
Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc., 1956) 1 P• 104. (quoted by Willard L.
Sperry1 Re l:tgion in America ( Ca.mrid~, England: Cambridge Univarsity Pre

1946)., P• 17.
5Ibid., P• 105.

divine claims upon his life or

sources

to live?"
~isunderstanding

of the Gospel.

What one believes about his faith is an amalgam of Christian
meanings, cultural prejudices and of attitudes derived
of

society.

A selfish independency in

the influe nee

stern thought has penetrated

his faith to the point ths.t, for many Christians, a narrow brand of' moral
isolationism has replaced the responsive Christian faith.

The spirit of

the times alway tinctures man's faith and colors his attitudes.
Christian faith does not

It

an individual to understand this, and
a victim rather than sn ethical leader.

confront it, he is bound to

One of the greatest problems for evangelical Christianity in the

attempt to register a Christian influence is the fact that most of its
ople have no understanding of
Christ.

divine obligation to act

This can be said vdthout inferring ecumenicity.

in

As Professor

"The full Gospel has been strained through
a
of self-serving anxiety and the milk of
Christian obligation to God and community
been thrown
;vhile the cream of selfish
reward is retained. nl

Misunderstanding Freedom of

Conscian~.~.·

belief

of conscience.

to this

Rasmussen, professor of Social Ethics and the Sociology of

1

~.,

P• 106.

at

School
oole
that this means
'letting eveey man believe as he pleases' 1
result
to
other man or to act together in common faith
is an
into
private spiritual
other person.l
Very

people actually believe this, yet it race

'"''"'"""""' to this day.

s consider-

If one held to this belief, it would mean that

all attempts at evangelism or missionary effort '\Vould
also abandon

:fact

It

the Scriptures carry the essential

of the Christian :faith.

as

s the Biblical

cannot believe

It was long

discovered that

conscience carries all the

blindness and prejudices that have influenced onets life.
in an

a

pleases.

racial prejudice

example,
his race

to another, would receive no
social discrimination.

The onlY conscience that
would be one

even quote Scripture

Christian

was constantly enlightened and criticized by demands

and relations beyond the individual.

According to Rasmussen,

What freedorn of consoienoe does mean
every man
his own decision lll
response to God, must freely join. the community
face
s
life \vith
decision rather than
drifting in the social
•
Christian
a rura1ing criticism
of his own oonsoie~oe. It needs to be challenged
and re-challengad.

1Ibid. 1 P• 108.
2

justify

Thid., P• 107.

first one

questio.11

over-all

this

of this

i.t

s

to

~ontain

• Out of this relationship has grown a particular philosop~

of ttHands-off» that has deadened the effect of the Christian wit-

ness.

Separation of ch:urch from state

church from. state

to

\'fa.S

so it could teach

without interference or control of any sort.

aut favoritism in pre

the state cannot use

Under

means to coerce or intimidate the

and moral teaching of s.ny religious body.
no legal force

At the same ti.'lle 1 the church

dependent solely on its persuasive

leadership in society.

tension in w'hioh

convictions with-

without any financial or other special
the government.

influence

The purpose was ·to keep

man to

various groups free to

backing

the

two coexist in a kind of

can coerce the other.

It does not meen that

the church should not mobilize all the moral influence at its cormnand 1
through its

promotion of their basic convictions, to
criticism focused upon

autho-

rities in governmant and society •.
It is at this point
the tt\ifuy" of this vrork.
churoh is to
that

no

in its place

this matter be com s
Some people seem to

to anthat the

teach and preach only about subjects

on justice and corruption ... and

in government decisions that influence

righteousness

lives of all citizens.

this is so, there would ba little res.son to support freedom.

church

its influence be restricted to

sure

and moral.

realm of
as Christians

citizens, both

as

in groups.

ProfSSSQT

H<:ai::llli<.'-ii'Jil::I'!JJU

right to
a church.
trary1 they
c:ttizens who """""'......,.
of critical. social
civic
core of

God. 1

could

loss of the

made Christianity move
could

supp~

it was a part.

on the society of
Cr~ist

God.

Christ ianit;r

was

with

into sinful

of

sole

and

a love for

Out of a

Christians

Christianity had
society.

s the power is still ava:na.ble 1
that it is not
The Growing

Gap

t

ing used.

Bet"Wean Clergr

Closely akin to the
the clergy and the laity.

am

Laity.
thought

the

This has coma about to some degree, through

highly trained leadership in the churches.

Ministers are saturated

with Bible teaching, dootrine 1 history, methods and tha spiritual
urgencies

1

the

~.,

•

P• 115.

central in his life.

On the

is

has

the sermons.
this

con-

as

church.

the

as the man
influence,
too needs
minister

\li:IL!J.u•• •.~..u. or subassumes
tt>.e religious responsibilities while the laymen can go about their
more
concerns.l

more
second problem

is

f'aj.th
influences that

on~

one believe

lap
layman

in

tr.ta t

let it

the victim

•

totality of
said, that

timidity of

m

is not so.

the

the

laity,

me
can in-

Jesus

out.
's absoand still

claim

lute

co.'ltinue to

laity.
not live

the pasvmuld

' s total claim.
J.s ::~.or1a:ry if an

consider
tion and
This
It

results

this

Christian testimony to society.

a

breeding a church full of ttSunday Christians"

nsecular people 11 the

of the

Na:i.vete About Power and Influence.

A society operates and functions 1rnder a vast network of
relations.

J~n

are

positions, and

s they occupy

to the offices they hold
tical,

other social organizations.

mines most of

economic, poli-

Power, like it or not, dater-

major policies under which mankind lives.

and groups do not have the

and authority to carry out

things believed morall1 right, simply because
they work under orders.

position

authority according

maan brute force.

good as it

, doas

of the

is a subordinsnt

Power is strategic.

in connection •Nith Christianity,
doss

men

()!'lS

Even in the nama of Christ, the nend 11 , as

!!2.t dissolve

the Christian ethical

'"""'~'""'''"' ?f1a8

eau.ooa

's
to spare no
to attempt to lh"6 in
the
continues

in the so-

s, who had a

called

"'"'·''"'4""

The failure of

them.

assurance of
2
now in this situation.

to understand these facts

s of

outside

left

in.t"luence.

Ch.ristians have stooo in
over-exercising
name of Christ.

Closely

priority list

to improper use of

comes

individual.

The

of success.

this portion states 11 too
Success is

~

em:ohasis on

suooetn:~tt.,

title

A

However, as has been previously stated throughout

this work, it should evolve

frC~il

a

heart

,_
all

of God.

lib. ,
loa
.....la•:; P• "'o•

2

Ibid. 1 P• 127 1 quoting Beverly
Dean, Trail Blazing in, City
Jungles, City Church1 May-June, 19'55, p. 4.

success.

c

success can so

The

individual's mind

that the

exists.,

use

s of

blinded the

to see the

The

them unable
on.,

success in

in

consensus to

h

to act.

authority

filled

Christians act

~2

concert.

to have

lop

action.
as to

·the reason why there

one's

much

as to

of Jesus Christ

and hence 1 a lack of dynamic to spread the roo

through words and lives
t.his carre out of the

beauty.,

An illustration

Convention, as one
action.
in it is another

libid., P• 127.
2~id., P• 129.

wrote:
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truth of this

was not li.'!lited to

11

but

to

of' a

com to be

all
who

over 11 on t:l.red ecole

something

forth from genuine Christian concern of

the f:::I'OUp involved.
The whole

boils

to just about one fact.

Man has

and he has chosen not to

taken his God-given

his

accept the total claim

• Thus one finds

s of conduct among various so-called Christians.

As one
not

has

put it so

tried and found

it

been found difficult

1\>Jft

1

TO

of this

The anSW'er to
inve
just

one

s not come as an e
the church

find a

be

a Christian

that all

to.

ssor

this
(1)
serve

(2)

are called of
to
of
li11es.
fe llmrship
influence of His

the Christian and
:node

influences

ltois leBar, Education~ i~ Ci1riBtian
Fleming H. Revell Co., 1958), p. 129.

st:lmod, New Jersey:

1

of the world into
keep constantly

fact

Christian

one
of the Christian church.

stru:ment o.f God's grace.

simply the church

work as

in-

It is the task of bringing men into the fe llc:nv-

ship of Christ and mobilizing this fellowship to serw faithfully
ss to the world.
teacher

respect to his pupils, holds

11 • • • • •

same responsibility for

~

one who

said

person na'lting the
teaches

the Christian

Dr. Lois LaBar said

grow in Christ, and

to bring them to Christ, help

send thsm out for Christ". 2
In reviewing this proposition, the author

tiw s

to guide not only

six impera-

individual in making .,.,,,..,,,....,,..., decisions

that

also

a church with Christian influence.

'fhese im:peratiws consist of

(1} sensitizing, (2) organizing, (5) investigating, (4)
(5) deciding, and (6) acting.
Sensitizing.
The first step is to sensitize the

opla to the full meaning

of the demands of the gospel.
Sensitiz;ipg through :m;::eachip.j;

~

worshiJ;a:

a tremendous responsibility in the church.

Preaching carries

many, it

means of Christian education that they have contacted.

1

2

Ibid., P• 176.
tois

Education ~1! Christian, p. 155.

onl;r
Professor

of
it

s thi

situations,.

m:tnistry

did

or

and

the f'unction

Great preaching is aetioo
fortifies CO'JTage and

interests as

confront

tinent

concept

conviction_,

s :nan to rise
world.
wrote:
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Sensitizing

that

preaching caroo from the

of God.

This is

in support of a social
pulpit

alone

a lecture stand on the social

evils of the day.

The

is a. distinct ministry

based solely

of God.

less

fall short

God.•

primnr.r job is to
church
in producing Christian men and. women of all
wm.lks
l:i.fe vmo are
ideals,
motivations, and resources to cB.r".ry on the social
experimen.tation nece
to build a social
in. which Pe
ople
haw
a
maxim.um
chance to liw like
1
' 1
so-called
lay in an
substitute

upon preaching.

Christians,
many it has

· 1neans to a

than

Sunday after Sunday1 they

life.

listened to me

s that

depths.

to their

a

they left with the

satisfaction that this humbling experience itself ma.de them become
with listen:i.ng

that

Christians.

Even the

has
bean interpreted as nl:lre words rather

be denied, yet :i.n practice it

this
The

Div:i.ne

of

it

failed.
God has

L11 conversa-

evident.

translated into decision.

'ltlorship that sensitizes one f'o:r the task would not be some

It is any true worship that hUJ11ble s

1 Illion T. Jones, 22• cit., P• 42.
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1

•

.

Holy

God through

reasons

to

Christian faith, it

load alone.

A

spiritual illiteracy

possible conclusion

th"'
..

education

state

that at
as
pictura 1

auce.

s to

it

its importhas

s a vital

of

in

Christ.
that
this

truly

of

Dr.

L.

Education
ze at, with gusto1
so :much
that passes for education takas away the ,.,.,..,"'""''""
of life 1
puts us
peril
and classified.
that

1 Albart T. Rasm.llaaen Christian Social I!:thics, p. 177.
1

when

Christian education
Christianity a

should

the

Christian
aim is to

will of

•

some bosie princ

sof

to
scan

L.
150

back to

ltois LeBar, Education ~ 1§. Christian, P• 15 1 quoted Daniel
Place 9.£. Re ligio;! !!! Education, f>ersonal
: National Education Association) 1 p. 14-16.
2
1J2!g., P• 15.
5See Appendix.

i'rom the

and

of' the

ll', Jesus Christ.l

Teaohsr

s little dent

of

eternity because
is the

of' the human teacher.

Christ, yet there is no

alone cannot

to eliminate method.

men to

In the

or even communication, some methods must be used.
wrote:

The problem is to find
ts
of
not to try to wheedle God
blessing our
s.~
to learn by Scripture
experisnce all God
u.s to
of the
Spirit.2
and work \rlth

John,

.fourteen

Jesus

'IIYOUld
evolved

ople.
this

•

The counselor,
Spirit of' truth, the Holy
Spirit, whom Christ will send .from the Father

whom you know, .for
d'wells with you,
shall be in you to be with you forever.

•••• will bear witness to Christ •

will bring to rememberanoe all that Christ
said to you.
will glorify Christ.
will teach you all things.
will
you into all truth.
will
what is Christ 1 s
declare it
to you.
will declare to you the things that are to come.
will convince the world of sin
of righteousness
of judgment.::>

lsee Appendix.

2teBar ~· ~. P• 250.
1
1
5Ibid., P• 231 quoted portions of' John 14-16
1
1

R.s.v.

The

as

should be
to

or

1

s in

constitute an ex-

s a
aims.
mernhar

First, to

should
eono;;;rn in which every

itself a dynamo

responding to the

participates :tn seeking

will o£

common devotion and effort; and seoand1 to
of influence in which
Those outside
sted in
which

projects

can find a role to play.

Church

the Christian

sus Christ

t o

less in-

but more

stsd

that

does.

Inva stigating.

A tendency of mankind today is ·to mru<e
the

facts knorm in relation to the

of the individual

there are alway-s t"tvo or

stion.

are most unjust

sent a moral or religious justification.
Christian
until

a

on

prejudices and belief's

judgment.

more sides to

judgments

For

se

usualJ~ p1~-

reasons, the

a

be

possible picture

the situation.

can he safely act upon the convictions that
Investigation does not mean nosiness.
arises from social

Only then

holds.
Yet

the

s 1 community proble1ns1 or problems relating

to those within one 's

it is the responsibility of God's people

to know the faets before they aet.
Discussing.
would be a th

Ths

discussion of

facts; second, the problems involved; th:ird 1 the

Cf>.ristian way of con:tronting ths problem.
be a debate or argument, or a

gossip and small talk.

!!2i

santation of inflexible attitudes, or
it should be a coming together to eon-

front urgent responsibility
This is Scriptural.

This discussion should

the guidance of the

Spirit.

It is recorded in the fifteenth chapter of Acts

that the apostles and alders gathered together to discuss the problem
of the Gentile ministry.l Pa:ulvn:-ota in the fourteenth chapter of
Romans and said that eaah should

convinced in his awn mind.

2

But

in the following chapter he admonished them "to live in such harmony
with one another# in accord with Christ Jesus that together they may
with om voice glorify God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ".5
Likewise., his first letter to the Corinthians appealed to

to

"be

united in the same mind and the same judgment u. 4
Christians have held through the
together in the fellowship of Christ, facing their temptations and prob•
lams together in mutual concern, the Holy Spirit moves them into greater

1Aats 15:6
2Romans 14 :15
5Romans 15:5-6,

R.s.v.

4 r Corinthians 1 :10

til

this

•
too

dis-

..
ss or
se

them-

;nust 11ot

s to succumb to

of

a

ssion.

to

be use

come as an

ss

even

s ..

Too

l.Albert T..

a lack

P•

ss

Spirit to
it
can alone'*. 1

mind
that.

in mutual facing of temptation

the Spirit is lost and the individual is like l;r to drift without ever
making up his mind or acting

all.

Decision cannot

would like.,

Out of

• It did
It did

not mean that

of

Holy Spirit.

of the broade

It was never a vote.

common consensus

their own consciences in

ho1mver 1

It l'fas rather a

which all could stand in

st'l.pport.

as to the ability of

at a

results
The ability to
at a
decision,
even on controversial issues, is something that
can
developed in
practice. It
is possible for
of a Christian fellowship
to learn
and
nece
to
see difficult decisions through to a conclusion.
The sense of victory in such a hard achievement
and the mutual
ling of b1lidanoe
the Holy
Spirit which has
ssive
and generated harmony without sacrificing the
level of moral conviction, produce an experience
that binds man more solidly
the bonds of Christ.
Every such attainment
coro~nion and
s
the next issue
to meet.2
Christian decision is essential., but it too becomes
it

to action.

1
~·~ P• 191.
2I'bid. P• 197.
1

unless

To

~:~.ct

is the final hurdle of this race.

!:t all the previously

mentioned imperatives are ful:tilled without action, the race
the Spirit-filled li:te must

lost.

an active life or it would die.

On the other hand, action could be most harmful lrlthout the sensiti-

and leading of the Holy Spirit, without organization, without
investigation.~~

without agreeable discussion, and without a

proper decision.
United,

se six imperatives are the basic pivot

the

evangelical Christian approach to the problem of oormnunicating the
basic principles of right conduct.

84

Two basic que at ions arose as pertaining to
education to the problem of Christian conduct.
one would first ask tha question

•

approach of

To diagnose the problem.,

If there were some basic Christian

ethical precepts, basad from valid sources of value judgments., why have they
so little practiced?
reasonably follow with

After the diagnosis of
cure.

case, one would quite

This constituted the

stion1 "How".

How could the values be eommunicated to the individual to motivate
gttide him to

to

ehoiee?

diagnosing the problem, the fir at cause for the lack

practice

of the individual in Christian conduct is found to be a cooling-off of the
Spiritual dynamic.

One could trace the beginning of Christian movements

back to a period
that compelled him to
required.,

every member vfas charged with a
farther

dynamic

do more than his conventional

This dynamism so emanated from the live a of these Christians

that other men wanted the Christianity
passed on, the dynalidc faith that

they had.

However, as time

with an

was crystallized and the individuals fell into a pattern
creeds.

enthusiasm
rules

'l'he energy of the Spirit had vanished and the

died.
Coupled with the loss of
the

of one t s faith.

dylru:~.Y~lism

has come a loss of interest in

is neither excited nor

of Christianity1 because he simpl;r does not know

by the things

s.

close connection to the religious illiteracy is the misunderstanding of the gosJ?Sl that one has.
man•s faith and colored his attitudes.

'l'he spirit of the t

s has tinctured

one believes about his faith

Chri

cultural

society.

8

Christian

obligation

to act
to the
Christian ethical

conscience
Christian

and criticized

one that vtas constantly

and relations

He must make his decisions in re
challenged

would

individual.

to God,.

to

rechallengad.

Another contributing f8.ctor to the
Christianity

miscontrued conception
that

church should

oo justice

no

that

crippled

Church
and teach

that

corruption - upon

decisions that influence

ss

lives of all citizens.

govern-

This same

of Christian isolates

his

society.
the purpose behind
to

the church of

social influence.

preserve it 1 and

to

stricted to the realm of
bers acting as Christians
groups.

of church

A growing

Hat her,

to

influence be re-

suasion and moral presSUl:"E) through its memas citizens, both :i.ndependantzy and in

The lack of Christian influence

to the loss

sura

is not

can

traced directly

the Spiritual dynamic.
bet•Reen the clerg;r and the laity

tributing f'aetcr to this disease.

another con-

Ou.t of this problem has evolved a

concept that leaves the minister with the spiritual bu.rden of the church

and

tasks.
Thi.s

been

se

a highly trained clere:;r

who are hea.vily' occupied with the

worl~ing

world -

in the

om devoted to the gospel in his total job, and the other

devoted to the gospel and a job.

would continue ·to

The

the pastor proclaimed God t s total olaim and then did not live up to it
himself.
The

cler

above reasons

negative :r.em:tlt of these

and laity is either a

standard of the

goes unheeded and u.nbeliaved.

Christian te

in e

It does this

between

conforming to the spiritual

ople, or a ma

This gap invariably re

the

to society.

a church full of 11 S'I.l.nday Christians" and

11

secular

ople" the remainder of the week.
Mankind has

a naivete about power and influence.

a society operates and functions

a vast

relations.

det.':Jrminas most ot the major policies under which

li,les.

Power is strat.egic.
is also strata

In Christianity,
that .justifies the meaJl.s by
pm~r

that evolves
Holy Spirit and

;c~""·'·........

... not that kind of power

the required end, but God

s

Wholly given to God; a .,.,,..,,!l'Q.,.. guided

a

at one particular opponent,

and

hosts.
11

reason

Scar tissues" or disillusionment about social reform is another
the ethical precepts

gone unused.

religious illiteracy equals defeatism.
to
God.

no effort at

time, or

Strong opposition plus

Homver 1 the Christian's duty is
any situation to live in response to

S1lCC9 SS

an
are no longer
success
consensu.s.

Consensus,

c ,;:1cern of the

rather than
group involved.
this

to choose

his

accept the tot.al

clai~n

are sLv.:

chosen not to

his life.

of

Thus, the

turns

the cure or the

s

to

this problem.

the individual :in

discussing,
the

The first
the

proper

s are sensitizing,

decisions that enhance his influence.
organizing, :i.mre

man

up in

can

to the full

and worship,

done through

the

of

and through education.
people to the full

basic core to
gospel

the witness of tha Holy Spirit and His ability to operate in

and through the lives of Christians.

The infinite resources

are at man's disposal, waiting f'or him to be
life and power to vlitness.
and
the world.

the

him to

to receive fulness of

To sensitize man is to fortify his courage

above his own patty intere

confronts

88

would follow sensitizing in
should

•

focal point

to carey a Christian influence.

s

to

a

in which every

"'~""'""""'

of concern

and responding to the entire

will of God,

sacond 1 to

projects of influence in which """'''"""'' ... "'

can find a role to play.
stigation is the next

in the

of

is the si:!l.pltl matter of knowing the facts before taking action.
are two sides to every
ople to keep an

•
Healizing

stion, it is the responsibility

God's

t~rard

knowing

flexible attitude

the facts

them before
1~e

next step would

a thorough-going discussion.

should consist of three things:

first, a discussion of

the problem involved; third, the Christian
of

In

This discussion

that

facts; second,

of confronting the problem.

is scriptural advocation to

or discussion, Christians
avoiding it, or suppNssing it.
ing disagreeable.

it,

God 1 s people must learn to

Discussion without decision solves no problems.
Decision

Decision

ssion.
It

consumes

not an

Too often there has bean the lack of courage and
Holy Spirit to

without

confide their convictions until the

They must

·those concerned into a unity of

time.

u.~..,..,a,~,.~.,...,

and
not

in allmTing the

the matter of
be

an individual would like.

a Christian approach should seek the broade

possible

However,
nth a

determination to find the conmon will of God under the guidance of the

89

is a
st.and in

act is
and

which

VI
CONCLUSIONS

AND CONCLUSIONS

It was

pertinent for this

Je

doctrine were
the Bibla. 1

was

out

Holy

one 's concept

doctrines would evolve one 1 s ethical pattern of
a.r<1 interwoven

1

far these doctrines

of

In

sources

the

principles w.are

studied first from the Old Te

It was recorded in the

account that the

failed in the

encountered

and disobedience

him.

from God.

It vfas a

faith.

ethical choice

After this separation

from God, or tf..e fall, man's
destroyed.

sis

but not entirely

His inclinations toward sinfulness was strong, but he :reafelt a need for a Divine being.

lized a Creator
guided by the light
was
needed new
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•
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Further study would "be beneficial in this area if' one desired
to

an e:rJumstive study of' a:n:y phase discussed in this thesis.

Each chapter, as well as a" num"ber of the sub-points in each chapter,
could be developed into a thesis by itself'.
First, an exhaustive study could be
cerning the matter of ethics. l\bile

from Scripture conthe Scriptures, one

could also make an exhaustive study- of the approach Jesus used in con•
veying His truths.
Thera are also numerous ethical systems that this
not attempted to deal with.

has

One could compare Christian ethics with

these other systems.
l"urther study- could also be made in the Christia..11. Education
approach to the problem.

One could take the basics of Christian ethics ...

as well as t"he basics

com.'IlUilication ... and adapt it to a

.for

any age group, any size, or in f:J:lr3' geographical location, or to any

particular problem.

The possibilities at this point would be limitless.

It would include the field of curriculum, organization, and ps.ychology1
and so forth.
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ON

TRUE

On the above subject, Dr. Thomas C Upham
us the .following
excellent discussion in his work entitled, "The
s
tm Inten. Vie
it
a
abhravia:tGd
ttit
has probably come within the observation or many parsons,. that there is
which
~~~~~·uQ parlance, it is not unfrequently
ease tri.l:~.t 'll'e hear
:tng t
liberty' 1 rr
the 'true
liberty•. These expresEdons undoubtedly indicate an important religious
·t.ru.th,
altogether e
notice of o,•r.riters on the religious life. The account as given
Francis de Sales of 'the liberty
r is 1
'it
totally disengaged
from. every created thing, in order that it ma:-.f follaR the know:n will of
'. To this statement of
Sales,
as a general
somewhat indefinite statement, we de not find it necessary to object. Carit
in the •true liberty' is 1disenga€,'13d' 1 and
has escaped from the enslaving influence of the world. God has become
to
an imvard1
principle, without whom
can do
nothing, and in connection with whose blessed assistance
has an inv•u~..., .................... ss that the
it.s lusts have lost
inthralling power. Liberty - considered in this
of the term ... is
to be
as
of one
forms of Christian experience. And we may add,
enjoy it in this
sense but
are in a
may with propriety
denominated a holy or sanctified state, none but
God
'free indeed r. We proceed now to l'llGntion some
of the marks by •:fhich the condition or state of the spiritual liberty
characterized. Nor does there seem to be much difficulty in doing
liberty is the opposite of inthrallment; and because it
is easy, as a general thing, to understand
to specify the things by
which we are most apt to be inthrallad.
tt(l)
person who is
the enjoy>Jl~:mt
true spiritual liberty
is no longer inthralled in the lcrm;r or appetitive part
his nature.
he eats or drinks, or 1.vhatever other
tite may claim its
appropriate
can
in truth
does all to
glory
of God.
"(2) The person \Vho is
the enjoyment of. true spiritual liberty
is no longer int.hralled by
desires of a
character then
the appetites "' such as the
sire
society, the
of kno>Nledga 1
The desire
the '1;110l'ld'
and the like. 'rheas principles, which,
in order to distinguish
the appetites,
conveniently' be designated as the propensities, or propensi"VG principles, operate in the
un of true inward liberty as they were designed to operate, but never
1.dth the po1119r to enslave.
n(s) A man !dlo is in the enjoyment of' true religious liberty will
not be inthralled by inordinate domestic or r..atriotic af:t'edtions, however
ennobling they
thought to be - such as the love
parents and
1•

not exclude the exercise of these aff'ections

or
... e
not a ma.r:t
a
spirit. Acct::~rd•
their minister, of
brethren
inglyli
of the
manner
the ordinances, and
other parsons and things, will find, on a careful examination, that they
are too full of self, too
views
to knovr the true and
liberty
s to
is disturbed
expected
is
joyment of true spiritual liberty. In acot::~rda:n.ce with the
ts
sovereignty1 the ma:n of a religiously
all events which
place only excepted - as an
circumstances, o~t' t-he •rill
will, that there is an
nature, and """'"'""''""'""
personal
acquired, as
accormnodates
:; with
bility,
of Providence 1
and readiness,
t::~r adwr sa •
"(7)
are
of true liberty are patient
under interior temptations,
all
trials of mind. They dan
bless the hand th$
s tbam internally as ?tell as externally. Knowing that all
the Holy Spirit,
have no disposition to
the particular natUl"e of those exar-

• If
ooes
of su.bmission and patience

spirit
great heaviness
aorrO'W., eit,her
severe
from the adversary of souls., or by
burden of deep
for an
impenitent world., or in
tmy
and
'Ell. They ask for their
spirituall;y, as "Mllll as temporarithey cheerfully
God ooes
to
tt(B} The person who enjoys true liberty of spirit is the most deliberate
cautious
doing
is most
to do.
arises from the fact that he is very much afraid of being out
line
God's will
•
distrusts,
s
all
strong desires and strong feelings generally, especially if they agitate
rnind and
it somewhat uncontrollable; not merely or chief'ly
because the feelings are strong; that is not
reason; but
there
raa.son to fe~,
the
of their strength
agitating tendency,
some of nature s
1 which true sanctification
quenches and destro)'IS1
of divine
n(g)
excited
by opposition.
it is
the
of true
Accordingly,
views
are controverted, he is
is not ind:if'ferent; but
he
callnly and
coo.f.'1.denca in
truth1
because he has confidence in
n(lO)
person of a truly liberated spirit, alth~~gh
ever ready to do his duty, waits patientl;r till the proper time of' action.
has no choice
time but that w·hich is indicated by the
of God. The Saviour himself' could not act until his 'hour was come • ••••
inthralled mii''ld 1 although it is religiously disposed in part, will
frequently adopt a pracipitate
undeliberate course of action, which
is inconsistent vr.t th a humble love of' the
ord•9r. Such a
thinks that freedom consists in having things his own way, whereas true
:t'rE~ea~om consists in
in t,he right
the

's way.
rt(ll)
possessor of true religious liberty,
submissively and conscientiously dona his duty, is not troubled by any
undue arud.aty in relation to the resu.lt. It may be laid down as a maxim,
that he who asserts that he has le.f't all things in the hands of God and
at the same
trouble and agitation of' spirit in relation
to the results of' those very things (with the exception of those agitated movements 1mich are purely
), gives ""'-""'u"''ocu"
in the fact of this agitation of spirit, that he has not '""''"'.._-'""
entire surrender 'Which he
to ha.ve
•
contradictory of each other, and both cannot exist at the same time.
"(12) Finally, in view of'
been
as a sort of
su.mmary of
whole_, Vf6 may remark that true liberty of. spirit is found
in those, and in those only, who, in
lant,ruage of De Sales, 'keep the
heart totally disengaged from every created thing, in order that they
follow the known will of'
'. In other words,. it is f'ou.?ld
those
who can say
.the Apostle Paul, that they a.re 'dead, and the
life
is hid with Christ
GOO.'
motive
the breast of the man
of a raligiousl;r
spirit is, that he may, in all cases and on all

occasions., do
\'fill of God.
that 1.dll
'life
hid'.
supremacy of the divine will - in other words., the re
of God in the
heart - necessarily
a direct
p~~rful operation upon the ap•
petites, propensities, and affections,; keeping
each
all, in
their proper place. Another thing, vrhich can be
affirmatively and
positively is, that those v.rho are spiritual]Jr
are led by the Spirit
of God. A man who
really guided
his
propensities,
or even his affections, his love
country, or
else than the
Spirit
God, cannot be
to
led
that
Spirit of God, ruling in the
art will not bear the
rival,
competitor,
is to sa:y-1 in all casas
he does nothing under th~ impulse and guidance· of natural
choice alone.
liberty
being
salt; in
being liberated from the dominion of
world; in :ey-ing quietly and subndssively in the
laavintJ himself, like cley" in the hmds
the potter, to be molded
fashioned by the divine will ... Spiritual
liberty implies,
submission to
and
:precious reality of interior emancipation.
who
is
in God. And
be said to be free
in which God is 1 who is
to
everything right, and
wrong.
Christ
llThis is f'raado.>n indaed. This is the liberty with
free. This is emancipation which inspires the songs of angels...
w}l.ich earth ca.'lnot purchase,
which hell cannot shackle. n1

Orton
Hill Press,
Interior

Christian Theologi {
), Vol. III, Pp. 25-28,
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B.
Findley B.

states in his J:Finciples of learning'
teacher must know the members of his
enough
.....,..,.........e. and their present attitudes

based upon interest,

his le sson 1 must
the curiosity
at

v ............ ,,"'

(5)
the
should identity' speo:trieally the needs of the
whi.ch
met by
particular lesson. The materials should then
sson
:ln such a
needs will be mat.

roombers.
emotional, or
place both in and
class se
lfe
through eA."PSrienee; therefore, whenever
possible lead
Christian experiences.
The Christian teacher should

ideals of Christ
such
and winsome
that his
both be
imitation.l

1Firldley B. Edge, Teaching ~ Results

Boardman Pre

1956) 1 P• 47.

with

J'ohn

:l-42.

15
one
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APPENDIX D.
I. GOD

1. God is a personal Being
a. He lives and acts as a person.
II Catron. 16 :9;
Ps. 94 :9, 10;
I '!'has. 1:9.
b. He has dealings with men.
Josh. 5:10;
Dan. 6:20-27;
Gen. 1 :1-51;
John 1 :1....5.
c. He cares for His creatures.
Ps. 75:61 7;
Ps. 104:27-50;
Matt. 10:291 50.

Jer. 10 :10-16;

I Tim. 4:10;

!sa. 45:5-7;

Acts 14 :15;

Heb. 10:28-51;

Matt. 6:26-50;

d. P..e gives special caret o His own.
Gen. 59:21;
Dan. 1:9;
I Kings 19:5-7;
Gen. 50:20;
2:6; Ps. 76:10; Luke 22:5; Acts 2:221 25.

Job 1:12;

2. God is a spirit Being

Job 25:9;

John 1:18;

4:24;

5:57;

II Cor. 5:17;

Col. 1:15;

I Tim. 1:17.

5. God is an eternal Being

a. He is eternal.
Gen. 1:1; 21:55;
Ex~ 5:14;
Deut. 55:27;
102:24-27; !sa. 40:28; 57:15; Hab. 1:12;

I Tim. 1:17; 6:16;

Rev. 4:8-10.

Ps. 90:2-4;
John 1:1;

.

b. Ha is self-existent.
John 5:26;
Acts 17:24-28.

o. He is unchangeable.
Num. 25:19;
I Sam. 15:29;
Jas. 1:17.

Ps. 102:26., 27;

Mal. 5:6;

'flab. 6:17;

4. God is One
Deut~

4:25;

6:4;

Isa. 45:10;

44:6; 45:5;

Mk. 10:18;

12:29;

I TL11.. 2:5.

5. God subsists in a Trinity

Gen. 1:26; 5:22;
John 1:1; 14:6;

lrhe

11:7;

Isa. 6=8;
II Cor. 15:14.

5:16;17;

28tl9;

Great Dggtrines .9! ]h!. Bible, Sorjpture Refarenaes Compile d.
by Bishop E. w. Praetorius., D.D., LL.D., Issued by The Board of Christian
Education of The Evangelical United Brethren Church.
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Ps. 159:7-10;

Isa. 57:15;

Jar. 25:23 1 24;

7. God is

Acts 17:24-28.

All-pm~rful

Isa. 59:1; Matt. 19J26;
Gen. 17 :1; 18:14; Ex. 6:5; Job 42:2;
Gen. 1:5; Ps. 55:6-8; 107:25·29; Nah. 1:5-6; Jas. 4:12-15.
8. God knows all things

Job 57:16; Ps. 147:5;
I John 5:20; Rom. 16:27; Ex. 3 :7;
Isa. 46:91 lOt
I Chron. 28:9; Ps. 55:15-15; 139:1-6; Prov. 5:21; 15
Matt. 10:29;30; Acts 15:18.
9. God

a.

absolutely pure.
Lev. 11:44, 45; 19:2; 20:26; Josh. 24c19; Isa. 5:16;
6:1-3; 57:15; Hab. 12:281 29;
I Pet. 1:151 16; Deut. 4:24;
Ps. 99:5 1 9.
is righteous and just.
Deut. 52:4; Ezra 9t15;
Isa. 45:21; Jer. 12;1;
Heb. 6:10;
r John 1:9;
19sl, 2;
9:12, 14.

e. He does not sin.
Ps. 145:17;
d.

Holy

Job

:10;

hates sin.
Ex. 54:6 1 7;
Deut. 25:14;
11:4-7; 96:11-15;
105:6;

Zeph. 5 :5;
Rom. 5:25;

Ps.ll6:5; 145:17;
II Tim. 4 ;8;
John 17 :25;
Rev. 16:5 1 6; 15:5;

Zeph. 5:5;

Jas. 1:15;17;

9:'"1, 8;

I Kings 8t52;
Isa. 59:1, 2;

I John 1:5.

Ps. 5: 4-6; 7:9-11;
Hab. 1:15.

10. God is love
a. It is
nature.
I John 4:7, 81 16.
b.

loves the sinner.
John 5Jl6; Rom. 5r6-8; Eph. 2:4 1 5;
I Tim. 2:4; II Pet. 5:9.
s
John
4:91
Pteb"

Ezek. 35:11;

I John 4:9-10;

His children.
I John 5:1;
14:21-25; 16:27; 17:25; Rom. 8:30-59;
Isa. 49:151 16; 63:9;
10, 19; Deut. 52:9-12; 53:5, 12;
12 :6-ll.
11. God is Merciful

a. He

rioh
mercy and gracious.
Ex. 20:6; Num. 14:18; Daut. 4:51;
II Chron. 6:14;
:15; 105:8; 105:11, 17; 116:5; 145t8; 1Uo. 7:1.

Ps. 62:12;
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does forgive.
F..x.
:7; Num. 14:18-20;
Ps. 51 :1;
Isa. 55:7;
Jar. 5:12; Jonah 4:2;
12., God

86:5;
Prov. 28:15;
• 7:18;
I John 1:9.

Faithful

Deut. 7:8, 9; 52:4; I
8:56;
Ps. 55 :4; 56 :5;
Ps.
:20-26,
Isa. 49:7;
5:22 1 25;
M; 1191751 89, 90;
:1, 2;
I Thea., 5
II Thas. 5:5;
John 10=281 29; I Cor. 1:9; 10:15;
II Tim. 2:15;
E!eb., 10:25;
I Pet. 4:19;
I Johr1 1:9.
II ..

1. Jesus is Divine
a., He

of nod.
1:25; 5:17; 8:29; 14:35; 16:16-17; 17:5; 22:45-45;
hU~a 1:52;
22:70;
John 1:18; John 1:541 49; 3:16;
John 5:17 1 55, 56; 5
9:55-37; 10:56; 11
27;
17:1, 19:7; 20:28, 51;
1:5, 4, 9; 5tl0;
:5, 29, 52;
I Cor. 1:9;
Cor. ltl9;
Gal. 1:16; 2:20; 4:4 1 6;
Eph., 4:15;
Col. 1:15; Hab., 1:21 5 1 8; 5:6; 4:14; 6:6;
II Pat. 1:17; I John lt5 1 7; 5:25; 4t9·15; 5:5 1 10-15;
Rev., 2 :18;
Matt.
tl9; Tit., 2 :15; Rom. 9 :5; Phil. 2 :6/
Col. 2:9;
John
:6-9.,

b.,

is the Lord of Glory.,
Isa. 44:6;
Lu. 2:11; John 1:14; 17:5, 22, 24; 20:28;
Acts 4:26,
; 10:56;
I Cor. 2:8;
Phil. 2:9-11;
Heb. 1:5;
Jas. 2:1;
II Pet. 1:161 17;
Rev. 1:6, 5:15.

o.

is eternal.
~Uc. 5:2;
John 1:1; 8:58; 17:5;
2:9;
Heb. 15:8;
I John 1:1;

d.

Phil. 2:6;

Col. 1:17;

is all-pmvar.:tul.
:W.ke 4:55, 56, 41.; 8:54 1 55;
8:16 1 26 1 27;
Heb. 1:5.
6:59 1 44; Eph. 1:20-25; Col. 2:5;

John 5:25.;

e. He knows everything.

John 2:24 1 25; 1:48; 4:16-19; 6:64; 15:1; 16:50; 21:17;
2:8;
Luke 5:22; 22:10-12;
Col. 2:5.
everywhere

f..

18:20;

sent.

28:20;

John 5:15;

14:20;

2Gor. 15:5; Eph. 1:25.

g. He is

ss.
Heb., 1:12; 15:8.

1'>. P.e is ths Creator and Preserver of all created things.

John 1:5, 10;

1:2 1

10;

Col. 1:161 17.
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can forgive sins.
2:5-10; Luke 7:48.

i.
j.

He

eternal life.
John 10:28; 17:2;

I John 5:111 12.

k. He raises the dead.
Luke 7:14 1 15; 8:54 1 55;
Phil. 3:21.
1.

will judge all m&'1ldnd.
John 5:22 1 25 1 27-29;
II Cor. 5:10.

John 5:25, 28;

Acts 17:51;

m. He accepts worship.
Matt. 28:9; liuke 24t52;

Heb .. 1:6;

6:39 1

11:25, 26;

Matt. 16:27;

25:511 52;

Phil. 2:101 11;

n. Prayer is offered to Hilu and in His name.
Acts 7:59;
John 14:15-14; 15:16; 16:25, 24;
II Cor. 12:8, 9.

Isa. 45:21-25.

I Cor. 1:2;

o. His na"!le is uniquely united with that of GOO tha Father.
Matt. 28:19; John 5:25; 14:1, 25; 17:5;
1:7; I Cor. 12:4-6;
II Cor. 15:14; Col. 2:2; I Thes .. 5:11; Tit. 5:4, 5; Jas. 1:1;
Pat. 1:1; Rev. 5:15; 7;10.
2. Jesus is also truly

a. He

b.

called "man 11 •
I Tim. 2 :5;
11 :50; 12 :10;

7 ; 9:22, 44, 56, 58;
Acts. 7:56.

19:10; 6:5;
:8; 21:27;

had a human body.
John 1:14; He b. 2 :14; Luke
Phil. 5:21; Heb. 10:5.

c. He was of human seed.
Luke 2:7; Acts 2J50;
He b. 7:14.

:59;

John 20:27;

15:25; Rom. 1:5;

d. He had human limitations.
Matt. 8t24; 21:18; Mark 11:15;
John 4 :6; 19 :28;
I Cor. 15 :5;
e. He was tempted.
Matt. 4:1-11;

ha~Uan

Hab. 2:18;

I John 4:2 1 5:

Gal. 5:16;

4:4

15:52; Luke 2:52; 22:44;
Phil. 2 :5-8; He b. 2:17.

4:15.

f. He needed the annointing and empowering of the Holy Spirit.
Acts 10:38; Luke 4:14, 18; Isa. 61:1; Luke 3:211 22;
Matt. 12:28; Jom1 1:55; 5:54.

4:1-14;
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5., Jesus,
Phil. 2:5-10;

the incarnation subordinates Himself
to the Father
John 14:101 28; 5t19; 10:18; I Cor., 15:24-28; 11:2.
4. Jesus is Holy

:e.tatt. 17:5; 27:5~ 4, 19,;
1:24,; Luke 4:54;
:411 47;
John 8:46; 14:50; 18;58; 19:4,; 4:6; Acts 5:15; 4:27, 50;
22:14; II Cor. 5:51; Heb. 4:15; 7:26; I Pet 1:19; 2:22;
I John 2:20; 5:5 1 5.

s.
Matt. 11:28150; 12:20;
14:4 1 5; II Cor. 10:1;

Jesus is

21:5;

26:60-65; Luke 23:8-10; John 15:4, 5;
I Pet. 2:25,; Heb. 12:5.

Phil. 2:6-8;

6. Jesus loves

a. He loves
Father.
John 14 :51; 15:10.
b., P.va loves

disciples ..
Jorn1 15:1; 11:5; 14:21-25;

15:9, 10, 15, 15;

e. He loves sinners.
Rom. 5:61
Gal. 2:20; Eph. 5:2;
Duke 25:54.

19:26;

I John 5:16;

1:5;

7. Jesus is c ompa.saionate

?Jiatt. 9 :56;

14;14;
:52;
Duke 7:12-14;

8:2;

a.
prayed

20:52-54;
2:18

1:40, 41;

thanks.
Matt. 14 :19;

6:54;

Jesus prayed

on earth.

Heb. 5:7; Ua.tt. 14:25; 26:56 1 591 42 1 44;
Duke 5:211 22; 5:15, 16; 6:12, 15; 9:18, 28;
John 17:1.

b. He

3:5;

John 11:411 42;

e. He still prays.
Rom. 8:54; He b. 7:25;

8:7;

14 :22;

lt55; 6:46;
22:51, 52, 41-46;

Luke 24:50.,

I John 2:1.

far His

25:54;
9. Jesus died

a.. His death was significant.
Matt. 20:28; Luke 9:50 1 51;
Rev. 5:8-12.

I Cor. 2:2;

5 :1-4;

I Pet. 1:11, 12;
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was voluntary.
John 10:11-18; 15:1:5;

b.

I John 5:16.

a.

death was vicarious.
20:28; Rom. 5:25; 4:25; I Cor. 5J7; 15:5; Gal. 1:4;
5:15; 4:4 1 5; Heb. 9t28; I Pet. 2:24; 5:18; I John 4:10;
Isa. 55:5-12.

d. His

vms for all.
Matt. 20:28; John 1:29; Rom. 5:6 1 8; 8t52; Gal. 2:20;
Eph. 5:2; I Cor. 5:7; II Cor. 5:21; I Tim. 2:6; 4:10;
Tit. 2:14; Heb. 2:9; I
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